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In this study, an attempt has been made to use the computer program, PHONO, to develop
a computer model which operates on the principle of the regularity of sound change.
Surprising though it may seem, since this concept was first coined in modem linguistics, no
standard computer program has been developed which could apply cross-linguistically to
simulate and study diachronic change.
We have shown that the program may be used in the study of the Algonquian family of
languages. We have developed a working model for the study ofphonological change from
the reconstructions ofProto-Algonquian to Shawnee. Using this Shawnee Model, we have
simulated Shawnee data from reconstructed Proto-Algonquian words and illustrated a
technique to collect or search for evidence for the reconstructed fonns.
Given the nature and status of many languages of the world which are threatened with
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The srudy of Proto-Algonquian was put on a sound basis with Bloomfield's publication in
1925 of "On the sound-system ofCentral Algonquian" in the first issue ofLanguage. In this
paper, BIoomfieki demonstrated that reconstrUction is posSIble fo['" unwritten languages. such
as the Algonquian family of languages, just as it is possible for Indo-European languages,
thereby showing that "the principle such as the reguIarityofphonetic change is not part afthe
specific tradition handed on to each new speaker ofa given language, but either a universal
trait of human speech or nothing at all an error." (Bloomfield 1925: lJO). This study of
B!oomfidd's was a c:ortinuation ofa considerable numbc:r ofcomparative studies by several
scholars. foremost among whom was Truman Michelson.
As early as 1914, Michelson had been doing Algonquian comparative work, and his papers
-Algonquian Linguistic Miscellany" (1914), "Notes on Algonquian Languages" (1917),
"Two Phonetic Shifts Occurring in Many Algonquian Languages" (1920), etc. gave a
preliminary view of the linguistic relationships. Michelson's work continued after
Bloomfield's 1925 article. and fUs forty page "Phonetic Shifts in AJgonquian languages"
(1935) was described by Bloomfield as a "brilliant study ofthe divergent western languages"
(1946: 85).
Considerable study bas been done since. including checking and rechecking of the
reconstructed fonns by a whole range of Algonquian scholars, such as Charles Hockett
(1957), Frank T. Sieben (1941, 1967, 1975), and [ves GoddMd (1965, 1967.. I96Th, etc.).
Hockett, in his 1957 article, published a list ofall the Central Algonquian stems inlk.-I. This
was the first major step towards compiling a dictionary since Bloomfield (1925). Siebert
(1967) is an important article on the original homeland of the Algonquian people. He uses
natural hiStory terms that ha....e been determined for Proto-Algonquian and geographical
distnbutioo ofspecies ofbirds. mamma.I.s, trees. and fish to work out the original homdand.
Goddard (1965 and 1967a) proposes that there is only one subdivision in the Algonquian
family in tenns ofgenetic classification. Based on features shared by Abenaki, Delaware,
Na.mt.gansett. Malecite-Passamaquoddy. and tvficmac, he classifies this group as Eastern
Algonquian. Goddard (1967b) is a major work in the reconstruction ofProto-Algonquian.
In this paper. the paradigm of the independent indicative for Proto-Algonquian is proposed
based on 16 languages from the Algonquian family.
All this study led to the publication ofA PTOl~Algr»lquian Dictionary by Aubin in 1975.
"This is a coUection ofProto-Algonquian reconstructions ofBloomfidd, Michelson. Hockett.
and other scholars. It contains 2294 entries from twenty four sources by eleven scholars.
Fmally. based on the regularity ofsound change, computer methods were applied in the field




publication of A Computer-Generated Dictionary of Proto-Algonquian in 1993, the
production ofwhich is discussed in Section 2 below.
The time depth ofProto-AIgooquian (PA) may be considered as some 2000 - 3000 years.
The Algonquian family consists of the following languages (Goddard 1978: 70-1):
Arapaho, Blackfoot., Cheyenne
Cree. Montagnais, Ojibway, Potawatomi, Menomini, Fox-Sauk-Kickapoo,
-Miami-Illinois, Shawnee.
Micmac. Malecite--Passamaquoddy, "-Etchemin", Eastern Abenaki, Western
Abenaki, -Loup A, -Loup B, -Massachusen (or -Natick), -Narragansett,
-Mohegan-Pequot., -Montauk, -Qulripi, -Unquachog, -Mahican, Delaware
(Munsee. Unami), -Nanticoke, -Powhatan. -Carolina.
(The asterisk marks extinct languages.)
1.2 History ofA Compll.tu Ge.nnated Proto-Algonquitut DietiotUUY
The computerized reconSU'Uetion project began in the early 19705 and culminated in the
publication of the dictionary in 1993. Its objective was to use the computer to generate proto
forms from the lelcicons of daughter languages, and thus to produce proto-language
dictionaries more simply and efficiently. The following is a summary of the four basic stages
of the project.
Stage I: The computer used the sound relationships or reflexes between each daughter
language and the proto language to generate proto-forms. First it generated all the potential
proto-forms from the known reflexes of the consonantal framework of each word. This
procedure produced about 21 potential proto-projections for each word.
Stage 2: The program then sorted the massive list of proto-projections from all the languages
being used in the reconstruction in alphabetical order within identical grammatical and
semantic sets. Thus proto-projections that occurred more than once, generated from more
than one language, were listed together. [n other words, identical proto-projections from
different languages, but having the same semantic and grammatical categories were printed
out. and the remainder discarded. In this way. cognates along with the proto-projection from
each cognate were isolated from the data.
Stage ): The output was then edited and the vowels were added to these consonant
frameworks to complete the process of reconstruction.
Stage 4: These were then carefully reviewed and after appropriate editing and adjustment.
were included in the proto dictionary.
Cree, Fox. Menominee and Ojibway were the languages used as input data for the generation
ofthe dictionary, and eleven other daughter languages and dialects were also cited in varying
degrees. They are listed below (the number oftimes each of them is cited is indicated in the
bracket after each language or dialect): Micmac (24), Shawnee (22), Abenaki (5), Natick (4),
Montagnais-Naskapi (3), Delaware (2), Moose Cree (I), Maliseet (I), Miami (I),
Passamaquoddy (I), Penobscot (I).
1.3 Refining a reconstruction
The principle of refining a reconstruction is simple (Hock 1991: 607). Invariably in the
reconstruction of a proto-language, the linguist or team of linguists is/are limited by the
number ofdaughter languages used as evidence. In fact, the socia-linguist will argue that a
considerable amount of valuable information is ignored when the various dialects of the
daughter languages are not taken into account Thus the principle of refining a reconstruction
is to take a language or dialect that was not taken into consideration in the original work and
compare it with the reconstructions. Ifa reconstruction is sound, there should nonnally be
complete agreement between the reconstructed etymons and their reflexes in the new
language being considered. Ofcourse, for the cases in which there is incomplete agreement,
the reconstruction may be "refined" in order to accommodate both the original daughter
language(s) and the new evidence. This is the area in which the current research focuses.
The total number of lexical items cited from Shawnee in the Proto-Algonquian dictionary, as
indicated above, is 22. Miller (1959) has also cited about 150 Shawnee cognates in "An
Outline of Shawnee Historical Phonology." Thus considerable work still needs to be done
in order to incorporate more Shawnee cognates into the dictionary. The ultimate objective
of the current study is to include as many Shawnee lexical items as possible in the
Proto-Algonquian dictionary. Fwther, as well as the PA dictionary, Hewson produced a large
list ofreconstrueted etymons (some 7000 items) which are based on evidence from only one
language, currently referred to as "singletons" This list was a product of reconstruction of
proto-forms based entirely on comparison of formatives (see Hewson L99I, section I.,
"Algonkian word structure"). This procedure gives plausible etymons without corroborating
evidence from another language. In these singletons, it is the formatives that are supported
by the evidence of other languages, but the given combination offonnatives, i.e. the total
word, is not. It is anticipated that a number of these will also be supported by the Shawnee
dat~ they can then be incorporated into the dictionary- with evidence from two languages.
1.4 Methodology
The two primary objectives of the current study are:
to simulate Shawnee historical phonology using the computer program PHONO.
to use the results of this simulation to increase the evidence for the reconstructed
fonns in the Proto-Algonquian dictionary; to increase the dictionary by adding the singletons
which are supported by the Shawnee dat~ and to refine those reconstrocted forms which do
not "fit" with the Shawnee data.
The first task undertaken was to establish the reflexes of PA in Shawnee. Once all the
correspondences of the consonants, vowels and consonantal clusters and the glide-vowel
sequences were worked out. these rules ofderivation of me Shawnee fonns from the PA
etymons were written in PHONO. We then supplied PHONO with a control set of PA forms.
On running PHONO 00 the control set, we obtained the expected Shawnee fonns. After
reasonable success with a few control sets. we were ready to run the program on all the
entries beginning with .p in the Proto-AJgonquian dictionary and ultimately on the whole
dictionary. Every time PHONO is run, the output requires appropriate adjustments: for
example. the re6exes of the verbal paradigms ofProto-AJgonquian in Shawnee have to be
adjusted after PHONO provides us with the outpuL The final step is a rhorough search ofaU
existing dictionaries and word lists and other docwnenrs and perhaps even fieldwork to verify
the entire outpuL
1.S Introduction to PHONO
PHONO is a computer program written in Turbo Pascal by Dr. Steven lee Hartman of the
Department ofForeign languages, Southern illinois University. I:K. Hanman started working
on developing a program that. when provided with.:
a list ofLatin words
a complete list ofsound changes
the appropriate rule ordering or sequence ofapplication of these sound changes
would produce a list ofSpanish words. He continued to refine this program so that it couId
be run on ANY language family.
The fundamental mode ofoperation of the program is based on the fact that it sorts the letten
and makes specified changes to them using distinctive phonological features; hence its name
PHONO.
In order to run PHONO on the Proto-Algonquian data, three steps are required:
an alphabet which indudesall the phonemes ofProc:o-Algonquian and Shawnee, with
all the distinctive feature ofeach phoneme specified.
a list ofsound changes in tenns ofdistinctive features.
a file containing the rule ordering of the sound changes; Le. the order in which
PHONO should apply the given sound changes.
The Shawnee Model was, thus. set up in PHONO with these basic steps. With this Model
reconstructed Proto-Algonquian forms were transformed to provide their expected reflexes
in Shawnee.
1.6 The Shawnee Homeland
The homeland ofme Shawnee in me second halfof the eighteenth century was southern Ohio
(Callender 1978: 622). This was also probably their homeland before the Europeans arrived
in the continent. After severaI periods ofdispersal. they ultimately settled in Oklahoma. The
traditional tribal territory ofthe Shawnee is indica1ed in map I (HandbooIcofNorth American
Indians: Northeast 15: ix).
According to Voegelin, Shawnee (in (935) had three dialects: Absentee Shawnee, Eastern

Shawnee. and Loyal or Cherokee Shawnee (Voegelin 1935: 23). According to the
International Encyclopedia ofLinguistics, 200 speakers were reported in 1977 in central and
northeastern Oklahoma. [t states that most of these speakers were middle-aged or older.
Ronald L Chrisley, the author ofIntroduction 10 the Shawntu lDnguage, estimates about 200
speakers ofone of the dialects., about 15 speakers of the second and 00 speakers of the third
dialect. Mr. Chrisley is a Methodist Minister and he admits that his approach in his book is
that of a non-linguist. He estimates the number of the Shawnee people to be "a few
thc:lusand". (personal communications in April 1996). Kenneth R. Andrews who did the most
recent field work at Shawnee, Oklahoma.. for his PhD dissertation from University of South
Carolina. 1994 emitled Shawnee Grammar, estimates lhe figure to be much lower lhan 200,
somewhere around SO to 60. (personal communications in April 1996). He indicates that
TahIeqwah. North-East Oklahoma may be a promising locaJe for further field work.
Bloomfield classified Shawnee in the Sauk group; which includes Sauk, Fox and Kiclcapoo;
but he called Shav.nee "somewhat divergenC (Bloomfield 1925; 130). Later he placed
Shawnee in a group by itself (1946: 85).
1.7 Previous works oa Shawnee
Pentland and Wolfan, in the Bibliography of Algonquian Linguistics, list twenty five
bibliographical entries for Shawnee. This list consists of two major works on Shawnee
historical phonology. The lim oftbese is "An Outline ofShawnee Historical Phonology'" by
10
MiUer (1959). This paper does not have a complete statement on senUvowe! combinations
and syUable initial ·e.
The second is Pentland'sAlgonquial, Historical Phonology (1979). This is a comprehensive
woric consisting ofseven chapter's ofwhich five are dedica1ed to individual languages. namely,
Cree, Shawnee, Nawathinehena, Narragansen and Nanticoke. The last. chapter is dedicated
to Proto-Algonquian. The whole ofchapter three is dedicated to the historical phonology of
Shawnee. It cites PA forms and their reflexes in Shawnee. All the rules that are necessary




From PA to Shawnee
2.0 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the historical phonology ofShawnee and very briefly deals with some
morphological aspects of the transition from PA to Shawnee. In the first section. the
phonemic inventories of PA and Shawnee are presented. In the second section, the PA
reflexes of the consonants. vowels. consonantal clusters and some major vowel-glide
sequences in Shawnee ace cited.. The neJtl section begins with a list of reflexes of PA words
in Shawnee. This section ends with some of the major issues in the historical phonology of
Shawnee. These are mainly some of the irregular sound changes. The last section briefly
addresses some morphological issues. namely some adjustments that have to be made to the
PA data before running them in the Shawnee Modd in PHONO.
2.1.1 Proto-Algonquian Phonology
The following is the phonemic inventoryofPA:. taken from Hewson (1993):
CODsonanlS: Vowels:
'p " 'c 'k *i: 'i ·0: '0




Pre-Glottalized: *71 ·1~ *75 ·11 *78 *11
Pre-Aspirated: *bp -hk -hI -be *hs *M -he -hi






Rare and controversial clusters such as *it have been omitted.
2.1.2 Shawnee Phonology











Whereas PA has a very elaborate system ofconsonantal clusters, (as many as 32, although
two or three of these have very little supporting evidence) Shawnee has one afthe simplest
chJsl:er systems in the entire F.unily ofAlgonquian languages with only pre-g1ottalized clusters
and ~ and JJc. This gives a tolaI ofS consonantal clusters in Shawnee.
2.2.1 Consonantal Clusters
The source ofall the PA data is Hewson (1993) unless otherwise stated. The source orall
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the Shawnee data is Voegelin (1938) unless otherwise stated. 10 citing the PA data.. the
orthography used is the same as that in Hewson (1993), alternatively called the
Multi-Dictionary (MO) or simply the dictionary. The number associated with each word is
the number from the dictionary and is labeled "MD". The Shawnee data are transenbed as
in Voegelin (1938). For many Shawnee words, the Shawnee s/emsand lhe JQ£ob P. Dunn
Miami Dictionary VoegeIin (l938). bas several English glosses. For the sake ofconciseness.
only one English gloss (sometimes more) was selected for such words. At least one PA word
and its reflex in Shawnee is cited for each cluster. For each rule. first the rule is cited in
notation fonn; in the next line, first the PA word is cited followed by the Shawnee reflex, the
Shawnee gloss and the MD number of the PA word. The clusters that do not undergo any
sound change are simply listed, without any citation ofPA words and their Shawnee reflexes.
This is because section 23 has a list of reflexes. This fomlat is also used throughout section
2.2.
Pre-aspirated dusters: All the PA pre-aspirated clusters replace aspiration by g1onalization
in Shawnee.
·hs > 78
'ne<ihsa ni!i76a my uncle 2328
'nemihsa ninu7& my older sister 2266
.h1 > 78
·Ie:hle:weni le76eewe soul, breath 1428
-ht > 1t
-wanihta.:wa niwan1to I missed it 3550
14
-nehtawakayi n7tawaka my .... (Aubin 1975, 31)
-hk > 7k
-axkehJcwa ha71ro7lcwa bucket. kettle, vessel 0475
-e:mehkwa:n- heem7kwa. -aanaki spoon,-s 0602
-M > 7J
-aMi:mini ha1Jiimi papaw 0162
-ki:Jwawih!inwa kiiJo7Jinwa he lies warmly covered 1286
-fa:hJa:k- !a7Jaak- ( -.aw-. -anow-) stripped, naked 3017
"h8 >78
-meta:h6wi meta78wi t.. 1891
-no:h6a no78a, no79aki my&ther-s 2414
-hp > 7p
-a:hpawe:wa ha7powe he dreams 0015








-Ci:hCi:pes1ca:wa Ci7Ciipclka he trembles (pentland 1979: 136)
Pre-gjottaJiud clustcn: The PA pre-gloualized c1ustern do not undergo any change except











fish, many fish 2142
it is bitter 4012
head hair-s., his head hair 4050
he goes by 2627






Pre-nasaliud clusten: lbe nasal segment is lost in aU the PA pre~nasalized clusters except

























hmepi (nitepi) his brain (my brain) 3886
nileei my finger 2347
waapaCike he looks on 3427
hoCi- from., away from 3726
..kwi dust, ashes. worn out, sore. 2654
waapake tomorrow 3430
n1!kiikkwi, n1!kiikko my eye. ~s 2332
piit- in, in something, inside. hole 2743
niwiita [named it 4005
niwiina fnamed him 3997
ame1kooea small beaver (pentland 1979: 143)
si1siipeeGa small duck (pentland 1979: 143)
maane18i. flint 1496
mpiinha I stuck it in (peotland 1979: 141)
16
n(/)kinelci my fou:head (pendand 1919: (41)












ha1papi sitting on something 0508
ho7penya., he7ponyeeki prewhite sweet potato. -es 3912
ha7ko7kwa bucket, kettle., vessel 0475
7pokwanwi it tastes in some way 0823
hame7kwa bcavec 0261
po7kama peach 2823
















he dreads something (pentland 1979: 134)
his palate (pentland 1979: 138)
[ bite otfa piece of him (pentland 1979: 138)
it is old (pentland 1979: 138)
it is red (pentland 1979: (38)
it (water) dries up (pentland 1979: 138)
The foUowing clusters remain unchanged:
I7
2.2.2 Consonants









































it is hot 1109
dirty water (pentland L979: 161)
meat (pentland 1979: 161)
This rule applies "at least in initiaJ syllables" (pentland 1979: 16L).
'8




*a: a: '.*0: 0: '0
2.2." COdtraCtiodS
Thirteen PA glidc plus vowel sequences and their reflexes in Shawnee are cited below.
'y; i I {-syllabic 1_
*anyikwa hanikwa squirrel 0276
*ncpyi nepi water 2292
*yi: > i: I {~syUabic}_
*nyi:Jwi niiSwi two. pair. double. together 2462
"ye > i {·syUabicJ_
*wasye78anwi wEl;183 ]558
*ye: > e: I (c. '1_
*no:n!yc:- no:.se have offspring, young 2420
*weeyc:pihki haeeepi7ki medicine 3652
*weeye:wa haec, haeeeki fly. flies 3655
*ya ya 1_#
*wexpenya ho7penya. ho7ponyeeki prewbite sweet potato, -es ]912






















0<wi > (except in II verbs)
*nelcwetwi nekoti, nekotw- ODe, alone 2258
*wi:hpe:ntwiwaki niwi1peetipe we sleep together" 3937
*wi: > wi:
*wi:kopyi wiikopi. wiikopiwali smooth bark., -s 3948
*wi:ni wiini kernel. marrow 3980
Owe > o /(C. #)_
*nekwetwi nekoti, nekotw- one, alone 2258
*wetempi hotepi (nitepi) his b<ain (my bnio) 3886
0e6pweJ<watw; 7pokwanwi it tastes in some way 0823
"we, >
*apwe:wa hapweewa roasting. barbecuing 0301
*a:hpawe:wa ha7powe he dreams 0015
°wa > 0/#_
·walahakaya hol7haka scale of fish or reptile 3530
This rule does not apply to the root .wan- (lose):
*WllIleMe:wa wane1~ he hears wrong (pentland 1979, 160)
°wa >
*ameekwa harne7kwa beaver 0261
*apwe:wa hapweewa roasting. barbecuing 0301
·pepikwani pepilcwa musical instrument 2657
·wa: >
*takwa:kiwi takwaaJci it is aununn 3203
*wa:pame:wa niwaapama I look at him 3423
·wa:panwi waapanw; it ismoming 3437
Nole: In the initial syUable. the regulae reflex of *y roUowed by a long vowel produces an






















Pentland (1979) Slates that PA postconsonantal ~ becomes "" or "i" in Shawnee. He cites
four examples ofeach of the two types of reflexes and concludes the section by saying that
the "conditioning of the variants is not dear from Voegelin" The latter ofme two, "ii', was
omined because only one ofw two re8exes may be taken for the Model.
Bloomfield reconstructed PA "·pyi:rnahamwa" based on Menominee forms. Since the
Menominee cognates of the Cree and Ojibway forms, "pi:maham", etc, and
"pi:minakkawa:n", etc. respectively, contain a long "i", as in "pi:maham", Bloomfield
recoostrueled PA .yi:, This is because if the PA form contained a long "1.... the Menominee
refJex: would be long"e", The Shawnee forms with "piyem-" suggest either that the PA form
may have been "·piyemahamwa", or that the Shawnee fonn underwent an independent
development.
Slnce there are no correspondences to this variation in Shawnee, it is impossible. with present
























In the two cases cited above., the suffix *·wa ofAI verbs is lost in Shawnee. nus leaves the
word final position with a long vowel. This long vowel subsequendy becomes shon. For a



























it is brand new


















I sing for him while he dances 2248

























Other related phenomena from Pentland (1979)
Rdaled Phenomenon I
[+cons., +voice] > [-voice] 1# {ll, jC}
·naha:nkana ([OJ) nhaakana - son-in-law (pentland 1979: 164)
Related Pbenomenon 2
7 0 I [+cons. -voiceLC
·net:ahJama:wa nitsama I feed him
Related Phenomenon J
? > e I CC
·neci:niha:wa - niCisha I scare him
Related Pbenomenon •
o > [7] I [+cons, +voiceL(bV. «:}
·neleSkima:wa nil[7]skima I scold him






2.2.6 List or all tb~ rules ror PHONO
The following is a complete list ofall the rules from the preceding sections in which a given
PA segment undergoes a regular sound change.
I. V: > VI_#- (apocope)
2. V > bV I#-_(epenthesis)
3. "ck > 1k
4. "cp > 1p





8. h!< > 1k
9. "hi > 16
10. "hp 1p
11. "M > l'
12. "hs > 16
13. "h6 > 16
14. "hI > 11
15. ·i: > il..:J
16. "ke > 10 IN
-17. "rnp > p
18. ""., > c
19. "nk > k
20. "n! >




25. .[+cons., +voice] > (-voice] I It'_fh. SC) (Relatedphenom I)
26. "1 > 9 I (+cons., -voiceLC (Relatedphenom 2)
27. "1 " I _CC (Rdatedphenom 3)
28. "s [1] I (+cons. +VOiceLfhV, SC) (Relatedphcnom 4)
29. ·V: V I _PC. 'C} (Shortening1)
30. ·V: V I _hV (Shortenin8-hV)
31. "sk 'k
32. "V > 0/_!C(Syncopel}
33. "V > 01 (+cons -voiceL7C (Syncope2)
34. "V > 01 _hV (Syncope_hY)
35. "s > 6
24
36. 'Sk > lk
31. '9p > lp
38. ''''; > ti
39. 'S > I
40. .w> > 0/#
41. 'we > o /{C. #}_
42. 'xl< 1k
43. 'xp lp
44. ·ya: > a: I {c.!. w}_
45. ·ye: > e: 1 (c. 11_
46. 'ye > i I {-syUabic}_
41. eyi: > i: I {-syllabicL
48. 'y; > i I (-syUabic}_
2.2.1 Rule Order




PA *8 changes to Shawnee "I" and PA ·s changes to Shawnee "S". But the output aCthe
second rule cannot serve as the input ofthe fint rule. In other words. PA ·5 does not first
change to Shawnee "e~ and then undergo a second sound change. Only original PA -e
changes to Shawnee"i. Since PA·s and -S are part ofmanyclusters. all other rules must
precede these.
In addition to the above rule order, the following rule order is necessary so that the output




When PA ·we ocam initially, the first rule results in a vowel in the initial position. "h" is
epenthcsizc:d to all initial vowels., incIuding initial ..o" which is a reflex ofPA ·we. Therefore.,
the rule for epenthesis must raUaw the first rule. The complete rule order file has been listed
in the next chapter in section 3.4.1.
2..3 Rcflues
This list ofPA words and their reflexes in Shawnee is organized as rouows: the first line
consists afthe PA word. its grammatical category. its Englisbgloss and its number in the
MD; the second line consists ohhe Shawnee reflex and its English gloss.
*a:hpawe:wa AI meam 0015
ba7powe he dreams
*ahsi:mini NI pawpaw 0162
ha7siimi. haniimiiwali papaw, -5
*arneekwa NA beaver 0261
hame7kwa beaver
*ame6kw(V:ns)a NA small beaver (pentland 1979: 143)
ame1kooSa small beaver
*amwe:wa TA eat 0263
bamw- eating
*ani:py- Nelm 0268
haniipi, haniipimii!i elm tree
"anyikwa NA squirrel 0276
hanikwa squirrel
*apwe:wa AI roast 0301
hapweewa roasting. barbecuing
*asa:ki:wa NA Sauk 0340
n06aaki Sauk and Fox
*ata:wa:wa NA Odawa 0383
hotaawa Ottawa
26
·axkehkwa NA kettle 0475
ha7ko7kwa bucket, kettfe. vessel.
·axpapiwa AI sitOD 0508
ha7papi sitting on something
·Ci:hCi:peSka:wa AI he trembles (pentland \979: 136)
a,c;;pd!<a he trembles
·eya:ki· PV completely 0593
Caak-. caak(y}- group numbering alI
·e:mehkwa:n- N spoon 0602
heem7kwa. ·aanaki spoon. ·s
·dlcwete:wi NI fire 0682
n:ote fiee
·dpemenki XP above 0697
Spemelci up. high up (particle)
·e9pwekwatwi IT taste 0823
7pokwanwi it tastes in some way
.ka:wiya NA quill 08n
kaawi, kaawiilci briar. ·s
°ka:wU>!yi NI b<amble, briM. bw" 0875
kaawii!i briar plant
·kakye:peh!e:wa AI he is deaf 090\
kakeepelSe he is deaf in one ear
·keekyatwi n it is old (pentland 1979: 138)
kkatwi it is old
·ke7cikamyi NI sea 1063
kCikami ocean
·keSyete:wi [I it is hot 1\09
kiSite it is hot
-ketakesiwa AI he is spotted. mottled 1116
Icitalce6; he is spotted
·ki:SesamW3 TI eook \222
nilciiSe6a \ eooked
·ki:~wiMinwa AI wann l286
kiiJo7ynwa he lies warmly covered
·ko:na NA snow 1330
koona snow
·kweCpeowa TI he dreads something (pentland 1979: 134)
kwpenwa he dreads something
·Ie:hle:weni NI breath 1428
le78eewe soul. breath























































[ defecate on an. object
TI eat 1937











TA I scare him (pentland 1979: 164)
l.scare him
N1 my ear 2241
my ....
TA he makes him sing 2248





TA r scold him (pentland 1979: 164)
I scold him
NA my elder sister 2266
my older sister
N1 my ann, hand 2272
arm. wrist (his ann)
28
·nepaekyama:wa TA Ibiteoffapieceofhim (pentland 1919: 138)
niplcama I bite offa piece of him
·nepe:wa AI ne sleeps 2282
oepeewa he is sleeping
·nepi:n9aha:ni n I stuck it in (pentland 1919: 141)
nipiinha I stuck it in
·nepwa AI die 2287
nepwa. nepooya he. it is dead
·nepyi NI water 2292
nept water
·ne19wi XP three 2319
n19wi three
*nesiCi NI myfoot 2327
ni6iti.nieiraJi my fool, feet
*ndillsa NA my aoss-uncle 2328
nifi18a my uncle
*neSki:nklcwi Nt my eye 2332
n1SkiiJekwi, n1S1ciiSeko myeye,-s
·ahSame:wa TA I feed him 0159
oitsama [feed him
*ne8enCyi NT myhand 2341
nileCi., nileCali my finger.-s
*ne€lken8eki Nt my forehead (pentland t919: 141)
n(1)lcineki my forehead
*nexka:ci Nl my leg 2354
okaaCi. (-)1kaat- my leg, leg
*nexka:tali NI my legs 2355
nkaawi my legs
"ni:piCi ~1 my tooth 2399
niipiCi, niipitali my tooth, teeth
"no:h8a NA my lithe< 2414
no18a. no18aki myfather-s
*no:nle:wa TA suclde 2419
ninoonepe. ninoon1ba we are suckling, I nurse him
"no:nSye:- PV have offspring. young 2420
no:!e she has a child
*nyBwi XP twO 2462
nii~wi two, pair, double. together
*o:te:weni NI town 2411
hoteewe, hoteewena town. -s
*pili:n- N nut 2513
29
pakaani nut
• pakama: kani Nl cudgel 2514
palwn&aka(na) warclub(s)
·pake:wa AI he pounds, he Rrik.. 2518
pake he pounds. breaks nuts
·pakige:wa TA he casts her off 2521
nipakila [throw him away
·pasekwi:wa AI he arises from sitting 2542
pa8ekw- ari",
·pele:wa NA partridge 2587
peleewa chicken, turkey. fowl
·pemi7Ie:wa AI fly 2627
pem18e he goes by
·pemotamwa n shoot 2639
nipemota I shoot at it
·pemwe:wa TA shoot 2640
pemw- shoot
.penkwi NI ash.. 2654
peIcw-. pekow- dust. ashes. worn out. sore.
·pepikwani Nlwhistle 2657
pepikwana musical instruments
·pepo:nwi n winter 2661
pepooni it is winter
·peSiwa NA lynx 2692
peSiwa wildcat
·pi:nte:wi [I inside 2743
piit- in. in something, inside, hole
·pi:1te:w- N foam 2TI9
pi7teewi it is foaming
·po:tawe:wa AI fire 2818
pootawe- burning wood
·po:8kama NA wild American plum 2823
po7kama peach
·si:pi:wi Nl river 3001
6iipi. 9iipiiwali river-s
·y.:h!a:k- PV bare, naked 3017
Sa1Saa.k- ( -aw-. -anaw-) stripped. naked
·Se:pa:wi XP morning 3060
kepaawi morning






































































crane [species not detennined]
NI egg 3508
egg. -,
NT his palate (pentland 1979: l38)
his paJate
NA scale offish or reptile 3530
rind., scale









~eC:ye:pihlci NI root 3652
hoCcepi7k:i medicine
~ecye:wa NA fly 3655
hoCe, hoCeelci fly, flies
~ekima:wa NA chief 3665
hokima.. nookimaawi chief: I am chief
·wempi· PV upwards 3719
hop- up
·wenCi· PV whence 3726
hoCi- from. away from
·wenCi-eskatwi n it (water) dries up (pentland 1979: 138)
hoCi!:katwi it (water) dries up
·wesa:wya:wi o yellow 3806
ho8aawa yellow
·wclIcikenwi n oew 3839
hoskinwi it is brand new
·weSJcikiwi AI young 3ll4<l
boSIciwi. nooSlcipe he is brand new. we are new




·wetempi NI hisbrain 3886
hotepi (nitepi) his brain (my brain)
·weto:ni NI hismouth 3888
hotooni. nitooni his mouth, my mouth
·we91cani NI bone 3898
ho7kani. ho71w>a!i bone, his bones
'wexpenya NA potato 3912
ho7penya. ho1pony""'; prewhite sweet potato. -.es
--wt:hpe:me:wa TA sleep with 3935
niwi7peema [ sleep with him
--wt:hpe:ntwiwaki AI sleep with 3937
niwi7peetipe we sleep together
·wi:kiwa:mpi NI house 3945
wiikiwaapali houses
·wi:kopyi NI basswood 3948
wiikopi, wiikopiwali smoothbark,·s
·wi:ni NI marrow 3980
wiini kernel, marrow
32
*wi:nkanwi II tastegood 3989
wiikanwi it tastes good
*wi:nle:wa TA name 3997
niwiina I named him
*wi:ntamawike:wa AI name 4004
niwiitamaake [ was notifying others
*wi:ntamwa TI name 400S
niwiita I named it
*wi:7sakanwi (J bitter 41112
wi19akanwi it is bitter
*wi:?6eniwa AI eat 4027
wi7geni he is eating
*wi:fi NI his head 4033
wiiJi head. his head
*wi:9ani NI his tongue 4049
wii1ani the tongue., his tongue
*wi:ge1si NY hair 4050
wiile?9i, wiile18a head hair·s, his head hair
*wi:yaka:kamyi NY dirty water (pentland 1979: 161)
wiyakaakami dirty water
*wi:yawehsi NI mea' (pentland 1979: 161)
wiyaw19i meat
The fundamental. objective of the current study is to identify reguJar rules of historical sound
change and set up a computer model using these ruJes. [n historical change, however, there
will always be a certain amount of irregularity. lrreguJar sound changes., such as metathesis.
haplology. dissimiJation. etc., are sporadic and do nOt apply to the entire lexicon and.
therefore, they cannot be included in setting up a computer model. Thus. these sound
changes will not be discussed in great detail. The irregular sound changes in the list folloW;
the relevant segment is in bold, and the MD number is cited in brackets:
Haplology: *wdkikenwi > hoJkinwi (3839); ·wd1cikiwi > hoJkiwi (3840). Back umJaut:
·a:hpawe:wa> ha1powe (0015); ·axk:ehkwehsa> ha1ko1lcwa (0477).
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The list of reflexes also includes ofa few examples in which the prefix and/or the suffix in the
PA word does not match that of the Shawnee reflex. Examples: ·pakiee:wa > nipakila
(2521); ·wi:hpe:ntwiwaki> niwi7peetipe (3937). In 2521, the PA word has no personal
prefix, meaning that the word is third person, but the Shawnee prefix is for first person
singular number. "ni'" In 3937. the PA word has no personal prefix indicating that the word
is third person, and the suffix is for an animate. intransitive verb (AI), third person plural,
"waki". The Shawnee reflex. however, has the prefix for the first person plural inclusive,
"m.... and the suffix for an AI verb. first person plural inclusive. "pe" This is because either
the PA or the Shawnee dictionary does not have the appropriate prefix or suffix in
combination with the given word. This is not a problem because the complete paradigms for
PA and Shawnee are known. And ifonly one member of the paradigm is cited in one of these
dictionaries for a given word, the remaining members of the paradigm can usually be fanned.
2.4 Morpbology
There are two points of morphology that must be discussed here. These are the suffixes of
the various grammatical categories and the first person pronominal prefix. The first and
second person pronominal prefixes in PA are ·ne- and ·ke-. respectively. These give us
Shawnee "ni-'" and "ki-.... The problem is that not all initial ·ne become "ni". In other words,
a distinction has to be made as to whether an initial ·ne is the first person pronominal prefix
or the initial segment of the root. On the other hand. the reflex of the second person
pronominal prefix, "ki-n. has been regularized and rule 16 applies to all initial ·ke. PHONO
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is equipped to deal with phonology and not morphology. In other words, it cannot parse the
entries and resolve whether an initial *ne is a prefix or part of a root. Thus, such a
morpbok>gical distinction has to be made manually. In this case. this adjustment can be made
either before or after running the PA data in the Shawnee Model.
In the same manner, the suffixes of the various grammatical categories undergo a regular
change from PA to Shawnee. Many of the suffixes are identical although they mark: different
grammatical categories. Thus, some distinction has to be made before the appropriate change
can be applied to the given suflilt. Therefore, adjustments have to be made for these suffixes
manually.
The verbal morphology ofPA and Shawnee is tabulated below. These tables serve to assist
in adjusting for the morphological changes from PA to Shawnee. They are taken from
Goddard (I 967b).
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17 Objective IT Absolute AI TA You-and-Me
3 3pl
I ne-a:ni -ali ne-a ne- 2-1 ke-i
2 ke-a:ni -ali ke-a ke- 2p-I Ia>--iI'\>a
3 we--a:ni -ali -amwa -w. 2(p}-lp
--Ip ne-e:na:ni -ali ne-a:Pena ne-Pena12 ke-e:nawi -ali ke-a:Pena ke-Pena 1-2 kc-<lle
2p ke-e:wa:wi -ali ke-a:Pwa ke-Pwa 1-2p ke-e8ePwa
3p we-e:wa:wi -ali -amo:ki -walci 1p-2(p) ke-ee.Pena
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Tl TA btmL-Subj. TAPQ.SSh.l? You4Tld-Me Fonns
3pl 0 Opl
1 ni-a ~na ni-eko -<kana ni-eko:pi 2-1 ki-i
2 ki-a ·a:na ki-eko -<kana ki-eJco:pi 2p-1 kHpwa
J ho-a ·a:na ho-eko -<kana -0:80 2(p)-lp ki-ipe
Ip ni-a:pe ni-ekope ni-eJco:pe
12 ki-a:pe ki-ekope ki-eJco:pe 1-2 ki-ele
2p ki-a:na:wa ki-ekona:wa ki-eko:pwa 1-2p kHlepwa
3p ho-a:na:wa bo-ekona:wa -o:60:ki 1p-2(p) lci.<Jepe
A few examples ofhow these morphological adjustments are applied to the data follow. In
the PA table above. the panldigm of the Animate Intransitive AI indicates that a verb in the
third person singular gets the suffix "wa-; and that the verb has no personal prefix. The
Shawnee table above indicates IN.t the AI verb in the third penon singular has the suffix
"(war"; and that the verb has no personal prefix. Thus., in PA an AI verb in the third person
singular has the form: verb-wa; and in Shawnee: e-verlKJ. Therefore. the suffixes ofAI verbs
in PA may be marked as follows: -te:pwe:-wa (MD 3302), -kalcye:peMe:-wa (MD 0901).
These give us, respectively, Shawnee: teepwe-0. kakeepe7Se-e. Consequently, the AI verbs
have to be adjusted by deleting the suffix "wa" from the PA word in order to obtain the
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appropriate Shawnee form. Some shan verbs do not lose the suffix but most of them do.
Many of the reflexes in the list in this chapter, as indicated in section 2.3, are not in the same
person and number as the PA word. For example., the MD consistently cites n verbs in the
Absolute form, third person singular: suffix, "arnwa"; no prefix. But the Shawnee dictionary
cites n verbs in the Objective form. in either" the third person or tim. person singular: suffix,








I shoot at it
1222
2639
The Shawnee paradigm which corresponds to the PA TI Absolute is the pseudo AI (ps AI):
these two paradigms are a perfect match. In other words, the affixes of the citation member
ofthe paradigm, the third person singular, are identical for both PA and Shawnee: no prefix
and suffix ....amwa.". This grammatical category, therefore, needs no adjustmenu. Similarly.
the TA verbs are always cited in the MD in the Absolute form: no prefix and suffix ..-e:wa".







I defecate on an. object
TA he casts her off
[ throw him away
1936
2521
It foUows that the TA verbs ending in ..-e:wa" have to be adjusted by deleting this suffix from
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the fA word and adding the prefix, "r:i-" and the suffix "-a" to obtain the first person singular
Shawnee form. Ofcowse., any other member of the TA Direct paradigm can be obtained in
this way.
By making such changes. the morphological reflexes for all the grammatical categories can
be worked out. However. this requires an excessive amount of morphological work
especially for the intransitive verbs, and the nouns which have larger lists of poSSlole suffixes.
Therefore. for this study, the PA suffixes were left unaJtered except for the regular
phonological rules.
It is true that if all the verbs are properly labeled., PHQNO might be able to provide the
correct ending or suffix in the same manner it applies all the other rules. But PHQNO is
currently not progranuned to handle extensive morphological changes. Thus. to set up a
Model which can provide the correct endings would require too many rules. Each of these
rules would take PA entries wilh a given grammatical category, person and number and
tnlnSfonn it to the corresponding Shawnee funn. Moreover, all the fA entries would have
to be marked for gnunmarica! category as well as penon and number. Although it is desirable
to have features in PHQNO which would permit us to write paradigms plus simple




PRONO - Setting up the Shawnee Model
3.0 Introduction
This chapter deals with the program, PHONO, and the various steps required to set up a
model. The model that was set up is ca1Ied lhe Shawnee Model. All the files associated with
this Model are named "shawnee.•"; the asterisk: marks the appropriate file exr:ention required
by PHONO. The first section is a general overview of the program. In the next three
sections, the three basic files required to set up and run a model in PHONO are described and
illustrated by examples from the Shawnee Model. The last section gjves a briefdesaiption
ofsome afthe features ofPHOND.
3.1 Introduction to PHONO
TIte program runs on 005. However. for most of my work. [have run it on a DOS emulator
on Wtndows 95 and did not face any additiooal difficulties. Ofcoune. the regular difficulties
are that like all other- programs, it aashes from time to time. The frequency is slightly higher
than popular programs, such as WordPerfect. because it has been written and maintained by
a single person. As a result, it has not been debugged as much as the popular programs.
Several models can be set up in the program and these would be available for use on running
PHONO. The only criterion is that all the files of a given model have the same name; of
course.. each ofthese files would require different extensions. Only one model may be loaded
at a time. Once a model is loaded, all its files are available in the menu for use or for editing.
Since an the files are text doaJmcots, we can edit them with any word processor as well if the
need arises. It stores all output in temporary files. These may be saved as text documents
as desired.. It is reasonably fast and is able to run a thousand words in less than one minute.
3.2 The Alphabet File
PHONO has the capacity to handle up to 70 different characters selected from among the 255
ASCII characters. However. both PA and Shawnee together require a total of about 25
different characters - i.e. tilt less than the total inventory ofcharacters available in PHONO.
A set of up to 23 binary features can be named by the user; for example: consonant. high.
round, etc. FoUowing the Spanish Model which is provided with the program, 18 binary
features have been used for the Shawnee Mode!. FinaJ1y for each of the dwaeters. the
desired biJwy values (+I.) can be specified. The feature values appear in the AJphabet file as
a single (+/.) or double (#1-) sign. There is no difference, in principle, between the single
signs and the double signs. However. the distinction is fundamental to the program because
it is with this key that PHONO SOItS the characters and executes functions specified in the
rules (see Appendix 3. section 4.1).
Although the phonemic inventory for the Shawnee Model is small. a few special characters
which are not available in the ASCU character set are required. This does not pose a major
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problem but some adjustments are required. The following are the special character
correspondences between the phonemic inventory for the Shawnee Model and the characters






Symbol used for PHONO
Vowel length is indicated by the colon, ":"
One problem faced initially with respect to the AJphabet file was the orthographic
representation oftbeta, "€I". AJthough theta is an ASCn chaeacter. it cannot be entered from
the keyboard. To represent theta, "d" could be used in one of two ways: it could be given
the binary feature values of theta or it could be changed to a theta by an onhographic rule.
The laner option was used because there is a provision in PHONO to write orthographic
rules. Tlws theta is entered as "d" and an orthographic rule changes "'d" to theta, "9".
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#- .,. - = - -
#- + #-


















++#=- #+- • +
The above inventory consists offour extra characters (e, q, u. and ') which are not required
for the Shawnee Model. This inventory was set up with these extra characters so that it
might serve as a def.w.lt file for other models in the Algonquian family oflanguages. Stress
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is an important aspect of diachronic study. PHONO has the capacity to handle stress.
Although StreSS rules were not included in the Shawnee Model. this feature has been
included in the Model for future expansion and refinement.
3.3 The Rule Makeup: phonological rules
PHONO's rule notation system is based on standard linguistic rule notation expressions such
as the foUowing: A > B I C _ D. This means that element A changes into element B in the
environment following element C and preceding element D; in other words. each occurrence
of the sequence CAD (known as the rule's "structural description") is changed into caD
(and the change of A to B is called the "structural change").
PHONO's rule notation portrays the structural description as a set of if-lines. and the
structural change as a set of then-lines. The format ofa rule consists of four fields:
the name line. consisting of the rule's name (with a limit of20 characters)
2. any number (up to 25) of if-lines. labeled in order by letters (A, B. c. ..)
J. any number (up to 25) of then-lines. labeled in order by numerals (1. 2. J..)
4. the end line. consisting of the word "END" plus the rule name repeated.




A: -cons( 1) +syllabic( I)
t: INSERT n (I)
END EPENllIETlC_H
There are four types ofif-lines and five types ofthen-lines, the Constant and Variable types






Ifthe rule has more than one if-line, these must be interrelated in a hierarchy, through the use
ofBranching-type lines. In contrast, the then-lines are simply applied cumulatively and in
order.
If~ and then-lines are composed mainly of feature-names and location-expressions. These
two building-blocks are used to construct the seven types oflines. With these seven types
of lines. virtually all kinds of sound changes may be written.
3.3.1 The Rule Makeup File for the Shawnee Model
The Phonological Rules of Proto-Algonquian reflexes in Shawnee that are listed in the
previous chapter have all been written in the Shawnee Model. The Rule Makeup tile allows
capital letters only and the symbol for underscore. "_". This is why the name chosen for
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each rule is simple and reflective of the change taking place to the given segment. This
permits us to keep track of the rules and locate and solve problems without difficulty.
However, because ofthe limit on the choice ofcharacters in naming rules, "1" is written as
"G", as in gfottal stop, and ''9'' as "TH", as in theta and so on.
PHONO sorts the Rule Makeup file alphabetically on the name ofeach rule and this is the
order in which the rules are presented below.
Each rule has been written as simply as possible. In two cases, the rules have been split in
two, Rule 39, 39a and Rule 41, 41a, because it seems that this is a simpler way to write these
rules.
The Rule MakaJp file, "shawnee2.mak" fol.lows with the addition ofthe rule number and the
rule, at the beginning ofeach rule, as they appear in the previous chapter:









A: +obstr(·) -con~·) +coronal(·) -anterior(·) +high(·+l) +back(-+I) -cont(-+I)





A:. +obstr(*) -<:on((*) +coronal(*) -anterior(*) +obstr(*+l) +anterior(*+I) -<:oronal(*+l)
I: -high(*) +Iow(*) -<:oronal(*) -distrib(*) +oont(*) -strident(*) +voice(*) -tense(*)
END ClIP_BECOMES_GP
d 8(Orthographic rule. nm in previous chapter and so not numbered here)
D TO THETA
A:.- +obstr(*) -<:ont(*) +voice(*)
I: -distrib{*) +cont(*) +delrel(*) -voice(*) +tense(*)
END D_TO_THETA
4. V hY I #_ (epenthesis)
EPENTHETIC H
A:. -<:ons(1) +sYllabic(l)




A: +voice(*) -<;;nt(*) -nasal(*) -obstr(*) +cons(*-I) +Iow(*-l)









A: -+cons(*) -obstr(*) +cont(*) -low(*) +obstr(*+l) -<:ont(*+I) +coronal(*+I)
-anterior(*+ I)




A: +high(*) +ba~k(*) -cont(-) +cons(*·l) +cont(*-I) -obstr(*-1) -low(*-1)




A: +voice(*) -c;nt(*) -nasaIC*) -obsue) +contC*·1) -obstr(*-I) +cons(*·I)






B: +obstr(*) +anterior(*) -coronal(*)
C: +cons(*·l) ·obstr(*·l) +contC*·I)
t: +obstrC*·l) +Iow(*-I) -distno(*-l) +voicee·l)
END HP_BECOMES_GP
II. *hS > 1s
HSH BECOMES GSH
A: +obstr(*) +COntC*) +coronaJ(*)-anterior(*)+COns(*·I) +contC*-I) -obstr(*·I) .Iow(*-I)




A: +cont(*) +strldentC*) +anterior(*) +cont(*-I) -obstr(*·l) +cons(*.t)




A: +coronal(*) -distrib(*) +cons(*-l) -obstr(*·l) +cont(*·I)




A: +obstr(*) +co;'naIe) -delrel(*) -voice(*) +cont(*·I) +cons(*-l} -obstr(*-I) -lowC*-I)
I: +cont(*.I) +cons(*·1) +obstr(*·l) +Iow(*-l) -distrib(*·l) +voice(*-l)
END HT_BECOMES_GT
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15. *i: i IJ
IT BECOMES I
A:-BandC -
B: -cons(*) +syilabice) +high(*) -back{*) ·Iow(*) +Iong(*+l)
C: -coos(*+2) -syUabic(*+2) +high(*+2) -back(*+2) -round(*+2)
I: DEI..ETE(*+I)
END IT_BECOMES_I
16. *ke ki IN C
KE 1 BECOMES KI -
A: SandC -
B: +high(l) +back(1) -<ont(l)


























A: ~bstr(*) +COIU(·) +coronale") -anterior(*) +nasal(*-l) +coronal(*.l)
1: DELETE (*-1)
END NSH_BECOMES_SH
22. *ns > e
NS BECOMES TH
A: +COntC·) +anteriore) +strident(") +nasal(".!) +coronal(*-l)
I: -voice(*) -strident(") -distrib(*)
2: DELETE (*.1)
END NS_BECOMES_TH
23. "oS > n
NTH BECOMES N





A: +obstr(*) +cOronal'·) -delrel(*) -voice(*) +nasa1(*-I) +coronal(*-I)
1: DELETE (*.1)
END NT_BECOMESJ




C: +cons(2) Tlow(2) +cons(3)























C: +cons(-+l) -obstr(-+I) +com(-+l) +syUabic(-+2)
0: +obstr(-+I) +cont(-+I) +coronal(-+l) -anterior(-+I) +consC'+2)
E: -syllabic(-) +voice(-)
1: rNSERT . (-+l)
END RELATEDPHENOM4




C: +cons(-) +Iow(-) +cons(-+ I)




30. -V: V I _hV (Shortening_hV)
SHORTENING HV





A: +high(-) +back(-) -cont(-) +cont(--I) +anterior(--I) +strident(--I)
1: +high(-.l) -anterior(--I)
END SK_BECDMES_SHK








33. *v 0/ [+cons -voiceL7C (Syncope2)
SYNCOPE2
A: Sande
B: +cons(*) +Iow(*) +cons(*+l)
c: +syllabic(*-l) +cons(*-2) -voice(*-2)
1: DELETE(*·l)
END SYNCOPE2
34.·V 0/ _hV (Syncope_hY)
SYNCOPE HV





A-:' +cont(*) +anterior(*) +strident(*)




A: +high{*) +back(*) -cont(·) +coronal(··I) -distrib{*-l)





B: +obstr(*) +anterior{*) -coronal(")
C: +corona1(*·I)-distrib(·-I)
I: +Iow(*-I) -coronal(··I) -anterior(*-l) +voice(*-I) -tense(*-I)
END THP_BECOMES_GP
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C: +syUabic(-+ I) +high(-+ I) -back(-+I)
0: -o<>ns(') -".Uobic(') +lugh(') +back(') +round(')




VTHI BECOMES L -
A; B,wdC -
B: +obstr(l) -distrib(l) +cont(l) +delrel(l) -voice(l) +tense{l)
C: --cons(2) +syUabic(2) -obstr(2)











I: -obsne) +distrib(-) --contC-) +voice(-) -tense(-)
END VTHV_BECOMES_VLV
40. -wa > 0/#
WAI BECOMES 0 -
Ie B-andE -
B: CandO
C: -cons( l) -syUabic( l) +high( 1) +back( I) +round( l)










C: -cons(l) ·syllabic(l) +high{l) +back(l) +round(l)





41a. *we > o/C





E: -cons(*) -syllabic(*) +high(*) +back(*) +round(*)







A: ~ont(*) +ba~kC*) +high(*) +obstrC*-I) +cont(f'-I) -lowC*·t) +backC*-I)




A: +obstr(*) +~teriorC*)-coronalC*) +obstr(*-I) +backC*-I) +contC*·t)
I: -distrib(*-l) +voice(*-l) -tense(*-t) ·highC*·I) +lowC*-I) -back(*-l)
END XP_BECOMES_GP
44. *ya: a: I {c,~. w}_
YAA BECOMES AA





E: -cons(') -syUabic(") +highC") -backC·) -round(")
F: -consC"+I) +syliabic(·+I) -highC"+I) +[ow('+I) +backC'+I)
G: +highC·-I) +stridentC·-I)




45. ·ye: e: I (e, ~l_
YEE_BECOMES_EE
A: BandG
B: C and D
C: EandF
D: -syIIabicC·-1) -longC·-I)
E: -cons(") -syllabic(·) +highC") -back(·) -roundC·)
F: -coos(·+ I) +syllabicC"+I) ~highC"+I) -Iow("+ I) -backC"+I) +tense(·+ I)
G: +highC"-I) +strideotC·-1) +[ongC·+2)
t: DELETE C·)
END YEE_BECOMES_EE





D: -cons(") -syllabic(") +high(·) -back(") -roundC")





47. "yi: i: I {-syUabicL
Yll_BECOMES_II
A: BandE
B: C and D
C: FandG
D: -syUabic("-I) -Iong("-I)
E: -cons(·) -syUabic(') +high(·) -back(·) -round(·)










0: -wns(*) -syllabic(*) +higb(*) -back(*) -round(*)
E: -wns(*+l) +sytlabic(*+l) +high(*+l) -back(*+[) -Iow(*+l)
I: DELETE (*)
END Yl_BECOMES_I
3.4 ne Rule Order file
The Rule Order file displays two lists: the chronological Order list and the alphabetized
Supply list. The Supply list consists ofall the rules in the Rule Makeup file. Rules are
chosen from the Supply list and installed in the Order list. The Order list determines how
the model will be operated: which rules will be applied, and in what order. The rules from
Supply may be used in Order once, more than once. or not at all. The Order list is suuet:ured
in three labeled sections., corresponding to the three major types of rules that PHONO
recognizes: (I) Old Orthographic, (2) Phonological. and (3) New Orthographic. The
Phonological rules belong to the sound-change model proper, while both Icinds of
Onhographic rules merely serve [0 interpret character input.
Old Orthographic rules serve to adjust the feature values of ancestor word input. if such
adjustment is required by a given model. For example, Latin orthography needs to be
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adjusted before sound change rules can be applied to the ancestor language because thCl"e
is a discrepancy between latin orthography and the spoken language. The Phonological
roles fonn the significant body of the sound-change model. Such rules are normally
considered transient (acting no more than once in a derivation). They can also be marked
persistent (repeating their changes throughout the derivation whenever their conditions
occur) according to the needs of a given model. New Orthographic rules have an
int~e function. with regard to the spelling ofthe known descendant words in the pairs
tested and can be applied depending on the needs of the given model. For example.. the
Spanish Model would have, as an output, the phonemic representation of the given words
as they are spoken. There is a discrepancy between Spanish orthography and spoken
Spanish. Thus. the output may be modified with New Orthographic rules.
3.4.1 The Rule Order file for the Shawnee Model
The orthography for Prot()..A1gonquian is phonemic, and so. there is no need for Old
OrthogJaphic rules. Since the output is phonemic, there is no need to modify it because the
Shawnee data is also phonemic, hence, there is no need for New Orthographic rules.
Instead, the provision for orthographic rules have been utilized to overcome the shortage of
characters ofstandard computer keyboards, as disaJssed in section 3.2 above. The following



























































In this mode. single proto-forms may be entered and me rules applied. The output shows
the result. There are options (0 show lhe rules and the order in which they were applied..
This mode is used atensively for working out and writing lhe rules. Aftet" each rule is
written in lhe Rule Makeup file. it has to be tested to verify dw it does what it is expected.
to do. Various proto-words requiring the application of the given rule to obtain the reflex
are run in me interactive mode. The rule is modified whenever a run indicates that the rule
has changed a segment that it was nO( supposed to change. The rule trace option is
panicularly helpful because it indicates the phonological features that are incorrectJy
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descnbed in the Rule Makeup.
3•.5.2 O.tc.h mode
In this mode, a group of proto-forms are listed along with the corresponding daughter forms..
in a Word Pair file, such as "shawnee2.par". When the Word Pair file is run, the output
shows the result of the run. The resulting output may consist of good output and bad
output. This actually reflects whether there is a match between the daughter forms presented
and the result of applying the rules on the proto-Conn in the given order. Thus., by the
process of trial and error. all the rules written in PHONO may be checked along with the rule
ordering. This is facilitated by options whic.h show all the ru.les that ~e applied to a
particular word and the order in which they were applied.
The problem with the batch mode, however. is that the output is stored in a temporary file
and is deleted or wrinen-over every time the Word Pair file is run. To get around this
problem. the temporary files may be appropriately named and saved in either DOS or any
wordprocessor after exiting PHONO.
The Batch Mode was used extensively to ensure that all the ru.les were property written in
the Shawnee Model and that they applied to the data in the correct order. The entire list of
reflexes in section 2.3 was used for balch runs every time a new rule was added to the Model
or the rule onier was changed.. The problem ofirreguJar ru.les or morphological rules which
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have nO[ been included in the Model were taken into account by making the necessary
adjustments manually to the Word Pair file.
3.5.3 Tracing th~ rules
The program provides an option to record the rules ofderivation ofa descendant fonn from
the prott>fonn A chronoIogica1list of tile rules that act on a given proto-word is recorded
and can be displayed on screen in the Interactive mode as descnbed above and can be
recorded in a separate file in the case ofa Batch run. This is one of the most important
features to detennine whether the rule order is accurate. [t also helps to veritY if all the
appropriate rules apply to the proto words in the conuol runs.
3.5.4 Singldoa
This feature requires a file with the name of the given model on which it is to be run, such
as "shawnee2.sns" and consisting ofa list ofproto words or etymons. On running the file
in this mode, the rules in the model are applied to the data and the output is saved in a
temporary file by PRONO called "single.out". This file has to be copied immediately after
each run because PRONO saves 9Jbsequent runs by deleting it and saving the new output
in this file. As with all other files in PHONO, -single.out" is a ASCn text: fiJe. The output










Each etymon is labeled and each rule along with the change brought about by the rule is
listed. 1be 6naI descendant form appears on the last line. In cases where none ofthe rules
in the model apply to the proto word, only the etymon is listed. In order to edit this file. any
word processor can be used. The data was edited in WordPerfect 6.1 in the study. The
editing consists of three stages:
Stage One: All the unnecessary pans of the data were deleted. such as the label
"ETYMON", the arrows, the intermediate stages in the derivation. Most of
these were done by devdoping special macros.
Stage Two: The special characters that are not included in the ASCD character set were
replaced as tabulated in section 3.2.
Stage Three: The entire file was then converted into a table with each proto word or
etymon in one colwnn and each reflex in another column. The columns were
then merged with a table consisting of the Engiish glosses and the grammatical
categories of the etymons.




Running the Shawnee Model
....0 Introduction
Having developed the Shawnee Model, we now tum our attention to the second primary
objective of the current study: to use the results of this simulation to increase the evidence
for the reconstructed forms in the Proto-Algonquian dictionary: to increase the dictionary
by adding the singletons which are supponed by the Shawnee data; and to refine those
reconstructed forms which do nOt "fit" with the Shawnee data (see section 1.4). Appendices
I and 2 list the result ofn.mning the .p entries in the PA dictionary and the list ofsingletons.
respectively, on the Shawnee Model. This Output was used to search for reflexes in all
available Shawnee data, namely, Voegelin (1938), Andrews (1994) and Chrisley (1995).
The rJ.1IIM ofccaa matches and partial matches are listed and discussed in the next section.
The second section addresses some points on the data.. The last section describes a method
that can be used in the future for comparing data after running the entire list of Proto-
Algonquian reconstructions both from the PA dictionary and the list ofsingletons.
4.1 ne Preliminary Search
The Output consists 0(401 .p entries from the PA dictionary (Appendix I) and 1020 .p
entries from the list ofsinglctons (Appendix 2). The Shawnee data from the three sources
consists ofapproximately 600 enuies for "p". The Output was compared with the available
Shawnee data and the result ofthis comparison yidded 63 matches or near matches (30 from
the PA dictionary and 33 from the singletons) listed below. The list of matches excludes
recurring roots and word formatives that are present in the Shawnee data.. It appears that
the Shawnee etymologies could be added to the list ofsingletons.
In this list. the OutpUt from the PA diaionary can be distinguished from the Output from the
singletons by the MD number. Each entry consists of at least two lines. The first line
contains the PHQNO Output marked by the plus sign. ..+n, to indicate the expected
Shawnee form. This is followed by the Prot~A1gonquian word followed by the grammatical
category of each of the PA forms and the English gloss. The MD number of each form
appears in the last colwnn only for words from the PA dictionary. The second line contains
the Shawnee forms foUowed by the English gloss. The Shawnee forms, as indicated earlier,
match either partially or totally. lfthe match is only in the root. the Sbawnee entry is marked
"root" in brackets., ifthere is a match in more than the root., the entry is marked "panial" and
if there is a totaJ match, the entry is marked ""totaf'. For a note on the suffixes, please see
section 2.4. Tbe granunatical category of the Shawnee words are included before the
English gloss. Note that the suffixes have not been adjusted in the expected Shawnee forms.
In the first example below, the TA suffix in the PA form is •-e:wa.. The reflex of this suffix
in Shawnee is "·an • But this is a morphological role rather than a phonological rule and as










·paki8e:wa TA he casts her off
TA I thtowhim away, divorce him
·pa:flca:piwa AI one-eyed
AI be opened his eyes; be has open eyes
0penkwi N1 ash'"
NT ashes. dust























PT I pass the time
PT I pass the resolution around
·pemiwele:wa TA along
TAl guide him, carry him along
·pemiweta:wa PT carry

















11 [shoot at it
·pemwe:wa
TA [shoot aI him
TA shoot
·pi:nei1Ie:wa





























nipootaata 11 I blow on it


























11 I cracked it open. broke it with hand
·pe1tame:wa TA by accident






TAl pat him, beat as on drum, tap him
.pa:19-en-e:wa TA crush
11 [tear into it
11 I break its stomach, round thing
·pa:9k-i:nk.we:-wa AI open
TAl uncovered his head
·paJipi-hi~ke:-wa AI stab
AI he did the stabbing
·pa.Sip-ahw-e:wa TA stab
TA I stab him
·pawi-hSin-wa AI shake

































AI he shakes from excitement
·pe:nki-ho-wa AI clean
TAl dry him by rubbing
n I dried it by rubbing
·penkwiw-i:nkwe:-hSin-wa AI dust
TAl threw him in ashes
·pdikw-e:lem-e:wa TA straight
TI he thinks it straight
·pdikwi-ka:pawi-wa AI straight
AI he stands straight
·pesikwi-weta:-wa PT straight



















pi7taw78enwi II it lies doubled
















·pe7Ci-h-e:wa TA by accident
TA I accidentally swallowed him (Root)



















TI I pulled it apart by hand. I broke it
"paSIc:--ah-ue:·wj [I remove
TA I CUt into him.. [cut him in two
"pexIc:w-eqe:-Min·wa Allie
AI he has a lumpy waist
"pe6Icw-en-amwa TI open
11 I pulled it out from being stuck
"pye:Ci-h-iwe:-wa AI hither
AI you will~ going
"pye:c-i:-wa AI hither
TAl imported him







+pye:Cikta:wa "pye:Ci-ki-hta:-wa PT forth
hopiyeeCineeme teetepSeki 11 he sees the wagon coming









place where the sun goes, the west
·pankiMinwa AI fall
AI he alighted from llying
"peseotarnwa TI listen

















11 I stuck it in
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AI they went off together in another direction
·pa9ke:we!e:wa TA withdraw

























·pye:ta:7genwi n blow hither
U it smells., smell is wafted this way by wind
·pak.i-h9-en-amwa Tllet go











AI he misses out
·petek-en-amwa












·pi:htaw-dkaw-e:wa TA extra layer
TAl bother them, get in between them
·pa9kwe:-n-e:wa TA remove
n l break it offonce
·pa9kwe:-hkwet-amwa n cut
n [cut a piece off it
·pye:h-pahtawi-wa AI hither
AI he comes running
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4.1.1 Results and Discussion
The first: point to be noted is that once projections were made for the Shawnee forms, it was
much easier to search for the reflexes. In regular reflex search, one has to make the
projections for the reflexes mentally. Then., based on these mental projections, the
corresponding reflexes can be sought. The task is highly simplified once the projections are
available and made into a list to aid the search. Using this method enables us to retain the
traditional or classical method of searching for reflexes while having constant access to a
point of reference. the Shawnee projections.
However, there are some shortcomings; as already stated., special adjustments have to be
made for morphological changes or irregular changes. These are present in this li~ for
example:
Tl I cracked it open. broke it with hand
(1) +po1konamwa
nipo7kina
·po:xkwenamwa TI break 2827
Post-consonantal "'w" is unstable. [n the above example, "we" changing to "j" is an





AI he shakes dew offas his feet brush the grass
AI he shakes from excitement
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Then is no syncope in "papawdlca"; evidence that syncope operates only on unstressed
syllables. Reduplication causes the focus segment to be stressed. Also. syncope does not
affect two consecutive syllables:
+pkha:te:wi ·pa6k-ah-a:te:-wi [J remove
niplca7hwa TA [CUt into him, [ cut him in two
4.1.2 ModifiClitiollS to the Shawnee Mood
There is, ofcourse, room for minor modifications to the Model. Some of the rules that were
written into the Model need to be written more precisely. For example, when the Model
changes PA "·po:xkwahamwa" (break:) to "+po1kw7hamwa". it is unknown wbether the
vowel following ·w will undergo syncope before·h. It is unlikely that this vowel will
undergo syncope. [n any case.. the syncope rule has to be written in such a way so as to
exclude such glide plus vowel combinations.
4.2 The Shawnee data and Ihe PA data
The first major problem with the Shawnee data is that none of the three sources that are
available is a dictionary. Chris!ey's An InLroducl;olJ 10 lhe Shawnee Language is aimed at
teaching basic proficiency in the language. It contains a 52-page English to Shawnee word
list with less than 800 entries. The most important feature of this work is the recognition by
the author of the distinction between phonetic and phonemic transcription. At the beginning
of tile word list appears the following statement: "NOTE: the symbol [U'] is used to show
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the word has an unvoiced consonant and suppl'"CSSCd ['J as described on p. 4." (Chrisley
1995: 27). The status of the glottal stop in many words is questionable. Voegelin (1938)
has recorded mfkwi "blood" and nim likom; "my blood'" And in Chrisley (1995) mfkwi is
recorded with the symbol [U'l whereas nim lSkomi appears as in Voegdin. This indicates
that the glottal stop in nim7SIcomi is probably phonetic. There are also some instances in






hc's black (ChrisJey 1995: 31)
NA bear 1635
!>eM (Chrisley 1995: 30)
Both these examples are marked \Nith the symbol "[U'] by Chrisley. The curious "unvoiced"
consonants need further investigation. As a result, the glottal stop was the cause ofmuch
confusion in the current stUdy. Some of this confusion has been resolved. However, field
work needs to be done to compile a more comprehensive dictionary and to resolve some
phonological issues.
The PA data contains recurring roots; for example the roots ·pi:nt- (inside., inferiority) recurs
38 times in the singletons and 20 times in the PA dictionary. These recurring roots appear
in different combinations with sevetaI different mediaIs and/or finals. In the Shawnee data,
~ are only 4 words with the reftex of the root"pi:t"'. 11Us situation. in which a given root
is attested, a given medial is attested. and a given final is attested., but a given combination
of root, medial and final is not attested., or rather simply not yet recorded in the Shawnee
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sources., occurs frequently.
The conclusion points to the importance of recon1ing the word fonnatives and the
distribution oftile word fonnarives among the different Algonquian languages. Many of the
singletons are innovations in a given language and Shawnee has iu own set of innovations.
Shawnee has innovated like the other languages using the same roots with different medials
and finals. What has been found is that Shawnee has many formatives which are panially
cognate but OO[ fully cognate. Shawnee has lots ofsingletons which are apparent but which
are not totally cognate with any of the items in the other languages.
4.3 Method (or c.omparing the data
The first step would be to have as much Shawnee data as possible in a word processor or
a database. The product of running the entire PA dictionary and the singletons on the
Shawnee Mood would be an outpUt ofabout 10,000 entries. The COntents of this list could
be compared manually. The other option would be to merge the Shawnee data and the
output in a single list and sort it alphabetically. This would result in placing the reflexes very
close to the projected reflexes., if not next. to them. Needless to say, there would be some
problems because ofeven a single character; for example., the reduplicated Shawnee word
"papaweska" would not be placed near"+pawskawiwa". Thus a combination ora search




Comparative reconstruction is not an exact science. As a result, many problems become
apparent when one tries to develop a computer model to simulaJ:e the process ofdiachronic
change. To a linguist, it is obvious as to why a given rule should not apply to a given
segment or syIlab{e but such judgements have to be explicitly written into tbe model in order
to permit the computer to resolve each and every singJe detail. Traditionally, in historical
linguistics, rules have been written in a notation which requires some explanatory comments
which are tagged along with the rules. Let us take an example from Shawnee which has
been previously discussed in section 2.4. Ifa linguist is given two PA fonDS one ofwhich
contains a first person pronominal prefix. and the other contains a root which begins with
"ne", the traditional rule tells the linguist: to apply the rule in the first instance and not apply
(eIsewhen':) in the second instance. For the computer model to make such ajudgement on
the morphological value of segments or syUables. it would be necessary for the model to
parse the form into its components. namely (in the case of Algonquian languages), prefixes.,
roots. medials. finals. etc. Once a Conn has been parsed, a wtKHe variety ofmorphological
changes can be specified in the fonn of rules. Entire paradigms couJd be stored separately
and the model would simply pick appropriate forms and rules. As emphasized throughout,
such features are not currently available in PHONO.
It has long been known ma[ ifdiachronic sound change is regular, then i[ must be possible
to demonstrate the regularity of sound change in computer models. But very few have
actually venrured to take historical sound change rules from text books of well studied
languages and develop a working computer model And anyone: who HAS ventured into this
terril:ory has quickly realized that there is a world ofdifference between the rules as they are
written in standard linguistic notation and as they need to be written in computer models.
PHONO is the tim attempt to develop a standard software for tulITlerOUS (if not all) language
families. What has become very apparent in this study is that a certain amount of
morphology has to be dealt with even when we are trying to carry out a phonological study.
It would be quite counter-productive to write a whole range ofmorphological rules which
match the change ofPA suffixes to Shawnee suffixes based on the verbal paradigms. The
primary reason for this is that if we did carry out such an exercise. we would in effect be
writing morphological rules as if they were phonological rules.
Thus far, the current study has demonstrated that PHONO can be used for research on the
Algonquian language fiunily. As the study contiooes. more Shawnee forms are being added
as evidence for the PA reconstructions.
For further work on the Algonquian language family. more models can be developed. Now
that the fundamental mode ofoperation of PHONO has been realized. and one reasonably
good working model has been produced, all subsequent models may be produced rapidly.
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The determining factor- in producing an subsequent models is the availability ofme historical
phonology of each of the languages. For many of the languages., quite extensive work in
historical phonology has already been done, for example Arapaho and Atsina (Goddard
1974), Munsee (Goddard 1982), Micmac (Hewson 1973b), etc.
In setting up models in PHONO, some other points become quite apparent: PHONO could
benefit linguists in teaching Historical unguistics and Phonology at the undergraduate level.
5.1 Further development or PHONO
Currently, PHONO operates on DOS and requires a very limited amount ofdisk space. It
could be incorporated into a bigger program, preferably running on X-Wmdows. This
program couJd invoke a relational database. such as FoxPro and other programs. PHONO
could even be incorporated into a database. nus would make it more user·6iendly. It
would also permit the user, unlike now, to perform several tasks without having to exit
PHONQ and run another program and then return to PHONO foc funher operations.
Also, it has to be modified so that rules can be written in traditional linguistic notation. As
it stands, the notation for writing the rules requires some background knowledge of
computers and programming.
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5.2 Other AppiiatiOdS or PHONO
5.2.1 Researdl Applications for Other Projecu
One appIicarion ofPHONO in historical linguistics is to use it as demonstrated in this study
for languages in wtUch linguists are involved in active field work. For example, the reflexes
ofProto--Bantu in the numerous Bantu languages have yet to be recorded. This process may
be facilitated it: after some basic preliminary changes have been established.. we provide the
informants with a list of simulated words. so that the initial hypotheses can be tested. and
problems pinpointed
Word lists are normally collected from the various Bantu languages by means of providing
the informants with a list of English and Swahili words. The informants are then requested
to give the relevant word in their language. rt should be apparent that if the informant were
subsequently to be provided with an additional list of expected reflexes from the
Proto--Ianguage., further work would be gready facilitated. From a practical point ofview,
even ifthe simulated words are inaccume because ofdeficiencies in the MaJceup and Order
of the Model in PHONO, they should help the linguist and the informant arrive at the
relevant reflex..
5.2.2 TeJlching the Regularity or Sound Change
I. Teaching Historical Linguistics at the undergraduate level: PHONO is the ideal program
to teach the regularity of sound change. Currendy. historical linguistics is taught with
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numerous exercises in phonological changes. The student is given assignments to derive
reflexes in daughter languages; such as Greek, Sanskrit, Latin and Proto-Gennanic from
Proto-lndo-European. Instead ofthe:se traditional exercises. PHONO could be used to write
the rules and check: derivations. The students would learn much more quickly the purpose
ofdoing the exercise. because of the practicality of the program and its interactive nature.
2. Teaching Phonology at the Wldergraduate level: In general phonology, again. the students
are given numerous assignments on phonological rules. The students are given data and are
required to devise phonological rules to explain superficial differences in the data. Instead
ofwriting the ruJes and discussing them in essays., they could write the rules in PHONO. By
working on them interactiveiy, they could refine their rules until they arrive at the correct
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The foUowing is a list of the Proto-Algonquian *p entries in the PA dictionary run 00 the
Shawnee Model Each entry consists orthe PHONO Output marlced by the plus sign. "+",
in the 6cst column to indicate the expected Shawnee fonn. This list was sorted on these
expected forms. (Note: "'9" is sorted as "d"). The second column contains the Proto-
Algonquian wOld foUowed by the gramma..tical category ofeach of the PA forms and the






















































































TA he strikes him
TIhestrikesit
DtaI!
AI he pounds, be strikes
U pulse
AI pulse














































































































































































































































































































PV in small particles 2683
PV sticky, muddy, miry 2511
TI by accident 2666
TAhit 2667
AI grow slowly 2573
AI slow 2577









NA buffalo gnat. black fly 2651
NI ashes 2654
PV strip, tear off 2582










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































*pa8kipe8e:wa TA tear 2565
*pexkwa:xkwa:wi NI clump 2695
*pexkwa:xkwatwi NI lump 2696
*pexlcwa:xlcwi8eneye:7tawe:wa TApunch 2697
*pahkwe:~ikan- N bread 2509
·pahkwe:Swe:wa TAeut 2510
·pexkwika:pawiwaki AI stand 2698
*pexkwikana:kani NI ankle 2699
*po:sihe:wa TA load 2810
·po:siwa AI embark: 2814
·po:siwe:pene:wa TAthrow 2815
·po:siwenwi NI embarcation 2816
*po:sihta:wa PT load 2812
·po:sihta:1sowa AI load 2811
·po:sihtawe:wa TAload 2813
*po:na:nematwi II cease 2797
·po:na:piwa AI cease 2798
*po:namwa TI lay down 2799
*po:ne:leme:wa TAcease 2800
*po:ne:lentamwa Tl cease 2802
*po:ne:wa TA put 2803
·po:ni:wa AI stop 2804
·po:nime:wa TA stop 2807
*po:ni1ta:wa AI stop 2808
*po:nihta:wa PT stop 2806
·po:niwehkamwa TI stop 2809
·po:nihe:wa TA stop 2805
*po:tawa:ge:wa TA fire 2817
*po:tawe:wa Al6re 2818
·po:tawicikani NI blow 2819
·po:tawiCike:wa AI blow 2820
·po:tawi8e:wa TAblow 2822
·po:tawitamwa TI blow 2821
*po:yawe:wa NA beaver up to one year ofage 2839
*po:xkweSkamwa Tl break 2830
*po:xkwdkawe:wa TA break 283 I
·po:8kama NA wild american plum 2823
·po:xkwenamwa TI break: 2827
*po:xkwene:wa TA break 2828
·po:xk.wesamwa TI cut open 2829









































































































































































































































































































































The following is a list of the .p entries ofsingletons run on the Shawnee Model. Each entry
consists of the PHONO Output marked by the plus sign. ..+~, in the first column to indicate
the expected Shawnee form. The list was sorted on these expected forms. The second
column contains the Proto-Algonquian word followed by the grammatical category ofeach
of the PA forms and the English gloss. Since the singletons have not been incorporated into











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.1. What is PHONO?
1.2. The accompanyi.ng models.
1.3. Theoretical disclaimers.
1.4. DistnbutioD and feedback.
2. Getting started.
3. Operating an existing model.
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3. I. l. Keyboard input.
3.1.2. ScreenoutpuL
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4.2. U. The seven line·types.
4.2.2. Using the Makeup Editor.
4.2.3. Bypassing the Makeup Editor.
4.3. Editing rule Order.
4.4. Editing Word Pairs (for Batch mode).
I. INTRODUCTION
1.1. What is PHONO?
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PHONO (Version 3.2 - (994) is a software tool (running under MS-DOS, programmed in
Turbo Pascal) for developing and testing modds ofregular historical sound change. For this
purpose. a model consists essentially of an ordered set of sound-change rules. PHONO
reads the makeup of the rules from one data file, and the order of the rules from a second
data file. Ancestor words are usually typed on the keyboard. PHONO applies the rules in
the given order to the ancestor word and displays on the screen the successive stages of
development and the final descendant form.
Ifyou wish to test a sound-change model for which you have an ordered set of rules and a
set: ofancestor words, or ifyou teach about the operation of regular sound change, PHONO
may be useful to you. TIle program deals with just one line ofdescendancy at a time (rather
than deriving sister languages simultaneously). It simulates onJy "downstream'" derivation
(that is.. PHONO cannot put a sound-change model "into reverse" and project upstream to
generate ancestor words). Thus PHONO does not carry out directly the process of
comparative reconstruction (one ancestor word from many descendants), although it may
indirectly help in that enterprise by testing hypotheses.
Models may be based in any language family, and ancestor words may be either documented
(as for example latin, in the case of the Spanish model described below) or reconstructed
(as for many other languages). PHONO can handle words up to 20 characters long.
1.2. The accompanying models: SPANl and IGPAY.
PHONO was developed in conjunction with a model for Spanish (SPANI), which is includecl
on the diskette. That model is derived mainly from C. p_ Otero. Evolucian y revolucion en
romance (Barcelona: Seix Barra!. 1971). and from S. L. Hartman, "An Outline ofSpanish
Historical Phonology" (papers in linguistics, 7 [1974J. 123-191). Ifyou intend to alter this
model, you are advised first to make a copy of it (e.g. SPAN2) and then to work with the
copy. Note in particular that the files SPANI.MAK and SPANI.ORD both contain
comments enclosed in quotation marks. These comments are invisible to PHONO. and they
will be deleted ifyou save the model under the same name, "SPANI". (A future version of
PHONO will enable you to edit and save comments like these. using the internal editors.)
To copy the model. before starting PHONO, use the DOS "copy" command, for example
as follows:
copy span I.· spanZ.·
Some aspects of the model SPAN I are explained in the file
SPANI.DOC.
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The modd SPAN I has "(){d Orthographic rules" (see Section 4.3.1 below) that enable it to
receive keyboard input in standard latin onhography (by interpreting <c> as [k), <x> as
[ks). etc.). With this model. use a foOowing colon <:> to indicate long vowels. as in "Iu:na"
or "'v:i:ta".
Also on the diskette is a simple demonstration model IGPAY. which receives (English)
words and applies a sequence of two rules to convert the words to Pig Latin (children's
"secret" language).
1.3. TheoreticaJ disclaimers.
Insofar as PHONO's operation depends on assumptions about phonologicaJ theory. five
disclaimers are offered:
-- PHONO and models testable by it deal only with regular change; they make no claim
about exceptional changes or failures to change.
- PHONO and models testable by it make no claim as to whether rules ·'describe".
"'explain". "cause". "reflect". or merely "correspond to" actual sound changes - the
relationships within and among rules remain the same.
- Except for the "P~5tent" rules (see Section 4.3.3 below), PHONO treats rules as
basically sequential in history - it does not mode! the possible siruation of rules coexisting
and competing for input.
- The binary-feature notation used for encoding the makeup of rules is chosen for its
precision and versatility, but there is no intention for it to represent speakers' "psychological
reality". nor to embody any other theoretical claim.
- PHONO makes no claim about how or why sound changes are propagated through social
and geographical space.
1.4. Distribution and feedback.
PHONO is intended for distribution on a monetarily "free" or cost-only basis. In exchange
for its use.. you are requested to do two things:
- Acknowledge the use ofPHONO in any resulting publication.
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- [nform the author of any significant uses you make of the program., and of your








Ifyou are using PHONO and you have electronic mail, you can subscribe to an electronic
mailing list dedicated to discussion among users of PHONO. Send a message to the
following address:
listserver@ cscs.com
Make the body (not the Subject Line) of the message as follows:
subscribe phono <your name>
Later. if you choose to cancel your subscription, send the foUowing message to the
same address:
unsubscribe phono
In using the mailing list. please note that your questions and comments to be
"broadcast" to all subscnbers should be sent to a different address, namely the following:
phono @ cscs.com
2. GETIING STARTED
PHONO works best when operated on a hard disk. Create a directory - for example
"PHONO" - and use the DOS "copy" command to copy all the files from the diskette into
that directory (e.g. "copy a:·.· c:\phono"). The thineen files on the diskette are the
following:
READ.ME - This manual.
PHONO.EXE - The PHONO program itself
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PHONO.Ill..P - Text for the Help screens.
SPANI.ALF - Alphabet for the model SPANI.
SPANI.MAK - Rule Makeup for the model SPANI.
SPANI.ORD - RuleOrderforthemodeiSPANl.
SPANLPAR - Word Pairs for Batch runs with the model
SPAN I.
SPANI.DOC - Doa1mentationofthe model SPANI.
IGPAY.ALF - Alphabet: for the model IGPAY.
IGPAY.MAK - RuleMakeupforthemodelIGPAY.
IGPAY.ORD - Rule Order for the mode! [GPAY.
[GPAY.PAR - Word pairs for Batch runs with the model
IGPAY.
BETAQES - A questioMaire for beta-testers.
To stan the program. in the directory where PHONO.EXE is located, type "PHONO" and
press <Enter>. After you have read the "Welcome" screen, press any key to go to the
Choose Model menu. There, press the Arrow Keys to move the highlight to the name of the
model you wish to work with., and then press the <Enter> key. You may choose from
among the names of models or parts of models that exist on the disk, or select "(new
model)'" to create a new model (choosing the latter will open a field for you to type the name
ofyour new model).
Choosing a model will take you to the EditlRun menu for that model. In this menu, and in
editing screens where initials ofchoices ace highlighted. you may choose by pressing the
corresponding letter key.
You can choose to edit any of the three parts of the model: Alphabet, Makeup. or Order.
(To edit the associated Word Pairs. for Batch testing, you have to quit PHONO and use a
word-processor.)
You may run the model either in the Interactive mode (the usual way - you type one word
at a time on the keyboard, and PHOND shows its whole derivation on the screen), or in the
Batch mode (pHOND reads a list ofWord Pairs - ancestor and known descendant - from
a file on the disk, and compares its derived results with known descendant words). After a
run in the Batch mode, you may choose to run a Word Trace (to list the derivational history
ofeach word) or a Rule Trace (to summarize the functional load ofeach rule).
Everywhere in PHONO you may quit the current procedure by pressing the <Esc> key. and
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you may get Help by pressing the <FI> key. In some menus and editing screens, different
Help screens are available depending on the current location of the highlight.
3. OPERATING AN EXISTING MODEL
[fall three ofthe three essential files ofa mcxIeI exist - Alphabet, Makeup, and Order - then
the model can be operated in the Interactive mode, which is the primary way of using
PHONO. A secondary way, the Batch mode, can be run to test the integrity ofa model
during its development. Running in the Batch mode requires the existence ofa fourth file
- <model name>.PAR - containing any number of pairs of words (ancestor and known
descendant). In the Batch mode, the descendant word derived by the model is compared to
the known-descendant word (input from the Pair file). and the match is recorded as either
"good" or "bad".
3.1. Interactive mode
In the Interactive mode, you type the ancestor word. Then, when you press the <Enter>
key, PHONO will perform the derivation and display its successive stages. Press the
Spacebar to enter another word. or <Esc> to quit.
3.1. l. Keyboard input.
The AJphabet (see Section 4.1 below) of each model provides conventions for entering
ancestor words on the keyboard. By editing the AJphabet, you may assign to any keyboard
character any set of feature values. In addition. you can have PHONO readjust any feature
values at the beginning ofeach derivation, by means of"Old Orthographic" rules (Section
4.3.1). In this way, a phonological segment that has no direct equivalent on the keyboard
may be represetlted. for example. by a digraph: the voiced bilabial fricative could be entered
as the two-key sequence <b><h> - in conjunction with an Orthographic rule that makes Ib/
fiicarive when followed by /hi, and then deletes thelhJ. Orthographic rules exist only for the
convenience ofkeyboard input; they have no phonological significance.
3.1.2. Screen output.
lbe same Alphabet used for input also is the basis ofscreen output, except that output is not
limited to the keyboard chanlcten, but rather can, in principle, use any of the 255 characters
of ASCII code. tn addition, any character of output can be modified by "feature-based
diacritics", as described in Section 4.1 below.
In the output display of the derivation. for each stage of the word. each segment is written
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using the nearest equivalent character from the Alphabet's set of ASCll characters. Where
there is an imperfect match between the values of the output segment and those of the
chancter in the Alphabet, PHONO I::igbligftts the character in the screen display and fonows
the word with the signs and names of the featureS whose values differ. Ifmore than one
segment. in the same string is tUghljghte:d, the re:specti\Ie diacritics are divided by the slashbat'•
...r. In order to interpret the output ofa model with phonetic precision. you need to be
familiar with the default feature values of that. model's Alp!labet..
3.2. Batch mode (with Word Trace and Rule Trace).
Each time a modd is altered.. it should be retested in the Batch mode - otherwise. alterations
made forthe sake ofone set ofwords may cause errors for some other set. Such false steps
in the development ofmodels should be detected early. so that they can be undone.
In the Batch mode., PHONO reads - from the model's Word Pair file (e.g. SPANl.PAR)-
any number of pairs of ancestor and known-descendant words. It passes each ancestor
through derivation by the model. and finally it compares the result with the known
descendant from input. "Good'" matches are recorded in a file GOOD.OUT. and "bad'" ones
in BAD.OUT.
At the beginning of Batch testing. you may choose to record each operation ofeach rule in
a disk file (fRACE.RAW). After the Batch test, using this record. the Word Trace
procedure can generate the derivational history ofeach word (i.e. a chronological list of the
rules that act on the word); or Rule Trace can generate a summary ofeach rule's functional
load (i.e.• for each rule. a list of the words that the rule acts upon).
Unlike Word Trace., the Rule Tf¥e procedure uses a large amount ofmemory. Ifyou wish
to run the model again after perfonning a Rule Trace. you may need to reload the model:
go to the Choose Model menu and choose the model again.
Ifthe list ofWord Pairs is very long. some Batch running or Trace procedures may require
that you break the list into two or more pans to be run speatately.
4. CREATING AND EDITING MODELS.
When you choose to create a new model. you are first asked to type its name. with a
maximum of eight characters. Then the new model \\oill be initialized with a starting
Alphabet and one "dummy" rule as a template for editing. First edit the Alphabet. then
modify the dummy rule and insert additional rules. Finally. set the rules in order. Then
return to the EditlRun menu for an Interactive run.
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The three necessary components ofa model - its Alphabet and me Makeup and Order of
its rules -- must be created in this sequence: mat is, me Alphabet should be edited to
completion before Makeup is written, and rules must exist in Makeup before their Order can
be edited (Additionally, if the model is to be tested in the Batch mode, there must be a file
ofWord Pairs associated with the mode!.)
For the Alphabet and for the Makeup of rules, every segment and every change is
represented in tenns ofbinary phonological features, fully specified. This notation is chosen
because it is precise, venatile, and easily handled by the program. For efficiency ofnotation,
feature redundancies (entailment, markedness, etc.) such as [-consonantal] -> [-strident] or
[+round] -> [+back] can be factored out of sound-change rules, ifdesired, by writing the
redundancies as Persistent rules (Section 4.3.3 below).
4. I. Editing an Alphabet.
Each model has its own Alphabet - used both for input and for output - which consists of
three parts. corresponding to three fields in the screen of the Alphabet Editor (see Figure I):
(1) a set of up to 70 characters., selected from among the 255 ASCII characters, displayed
in a row at the top; (2) a set of up to 23 binary features, named by the user, listed at the left
edge of the screen; and (3) a fullly-spedfied set of binary values (+1-) for the features
corresponding to each character, shown in the remaining rows and columns of the screen
display. Each feature value may appear in the Alphabet represented by a "single" (+1-) or
"double" (#1=) sign. as explained below.





















fuitiaJJy. a new model. is given a starting Alphabet, which you may edit. F'trst edit the list of
fe:ature·names:
- To move the highlight up or down the list,. press the Arrow Keys or <Page Up> or <Page
Down>.
-- To insert a feature-name., move the highlight to one of the existing feature·names
(preferably one with values similar to those of the intended new feature). and then press
<Insert>. This opens a field for you [0 type the name of the new feature. Finally press
<Enter>. The new feawre will appear below the highlighted one, and will at first duplicate
its binary values. Edit the new row ofvaJue signs as described below.
- To delete a feature-narne (and its row of values). move the highlight to the name and press
<Delete>.
- To restore (undelete) a freshly deleted fean.u-e-name, press <Ctrl><Enter>.
- To move a feature-name up or down the list, move the highlight to the name and press
<Ctrl><Page Up> or <CtrlXPage Down>.
- To discard an entire Alphabet and restart with PHONO's internal. default Alphabet. delete
all its feature-names.
After establishing the list offeawres. edit the character set:
- To move the highlight along the row of characters. press the Arrow Keys or <Home>.
<End>. <Tab>, or <Shift><Tab>.
- To insert a new character, first locate the highlight on the existing character whose feature
values are most similar to those of the new character; then press «nsert> (the values of the
existing character will be duplicated in the new column). Follow the instructions that appear
on the screen to choose from among the ASCII characters offered. Finally. alter any feature
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values that you wish. (Normally, you will alter at least one value: a character with all the
same double-signed values as one that appears earlier in the Alphabet will never be used in
output.)
- To delete a character (and its column ofvalues). move the highlight to the character and
press <Delete>.
- To restore (undelete) a freshly deleted character. press <Ctd><Enter>.
- To move a character (and its column of values) to the left or right in the order of the
character set. press <etr!> with the Left- or Right-Arrow Key.
- To discard an entire AJphabet and restart with PHONO's internal, default Alphabet, delete
all its characters.
Finally. edit the individual feature values in the body of the display. In order to choose
among the four possible values (+, -. #, =). you need to understand how they are used by
PHONO for input and output.
PHONO receives the input words as character strings and canvens them to sets of feature
values. based on the values of the Alphabet, and ignoring the single/double distinction.
For output, on the other hand. to convert the featw"e values back to character strings.
PHONO first uses only the double signs (#1=) to assign each segment its nearest equivalent
character. Then the single signs (+1-) from the Alphabet are compared with those oCthe
output segment, and any differing values are displayed, following the character string, as
"featlJre.based diacritics": signs and names oCthe differing features. For example. if the IdzI
affiicate does not have a character of its own in the Alphabet's character inventory, it may
appear in output as "z-, highlighted - to indicate that it differs in some way from the default
hI -- and followed by the diacritic "<Qnt- to indicate that it is non-continuant, i.e. an
affiicate.
In editing the feature values, use keys as follows:
-- To move around the display. press the Arrow Keys or <Page Up>. <Page Down>,
<Home>, <End>. <rab>, or <Shift><Tab>.
- To alter a value, either type the new symbol (+. -. #. -) or press the Spacebar to rotate
among the four symbols.
- To quit, when finished editing, press either <Enter> or <Esc>, and then follow the
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instructions on the screen depending on whether or not you wish to save the Alphabet as
edited.
4.2. Editing rule makeup.
Yau can alter the makeup of rules by choosing "Makeup" in the EditlRun Menu. In order
to edit rules, you need to know the basis of their notation system and how to use the
Makeup Editor.
4.2.1. Rule notation.
Most phonologists are familiar with a standard rule notation based on expressions such as
the following -
- meaning that element A changes into element B in the envirorunent foUowing element C
and preceding elemen[ D; in other words, each occurrence of the sequence CAD (known
as the rule's "structural description") is changed into CBD (and the change of A to B is
called the "structural change").
PHONO's rule notation portrays the structural description as a set of if-lines, and the
structural change as a set of then-lines. Specifically, the fonnat of a rule consists of four
fields:
- The name line, consisting of the rule's name (with a limit of20 characters).
- Any number (up to 25) ofiC-lines, labeled in order by letters (A, B, C... ).
- Any number (up to 25) of then-lines, labeled in order by numerals (I, 2, 3 .. ).
- The end line. consisting of the word "END" plus the rule name repeated.
The rule in Figure 2, taken from the model SPAN I, will serve as a typical example.
(The "open-mid" vowels lEi and 101, portrayed here as (+lowI, become respectively the
diphthongs fjel and lwei.)
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C: back(*) = round(*)
I: ·Iow(*) +high(*) -syUabic(*)
2: INSERT e (*+1)
3: stress(*+l) s: stress(*)
4: ·stress(*)
END DlPlITHONG
"Late Latin open le.OJ ..> Sp. Ije.we/"
"IF low vowel and not Ia! - ~
"(here, (+Iow] implies vowel: le.a.a/Y'
"(a. back, IX round] - excludes Ia!"
"THEN turn vowel to glide"
""insert lei after glide"
"new lei gets stress of input vowel"
"vowel-turned-glide loses stress"
There are four types ofif-tines and five types of then-lines - with the Constant and Variable
types available for both functions - for a total of seven types. as shown in Figure 3.




L Constant ..,Variable ~DELETE Then-linesINSERT
oJ'SWAP
The COUNT-type if-line. and the DELETE-, [NSERT-. and SWAP-type then-lines
each begin with the name of their respective type as a keyword. If the rule has more than
one if-line, these must be interrelated in a hierarchy, through the use ofBrancrung-type lines,
as described in Sections 4.2.1.3 and 4.2.2 below. [n contrast, the then-tines are simply
applied cumulatively and in order.
If- and then-lines are composed mainly of feature-names and location-expressions. The
foUowing sections explain these two building-blocks and how they are used to construct the
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seven types of lines.
4.2. U. Feature-names.
Feature-names (as lisr:ed in the Alphabet) may appear in rule makeup either signed (with "+"
or "-j or unsigned. In addition to the feature-flameS that you arrange in editing the
Alphabet, there ace tme abstract fc:atures - named ALL. SEGMENr. and MARK - which
may be used in rules in the following ways:
- AU. refers to an features si.rmJltaneousl. It can be used in a Variable-type if-line (Section
4.2.1.3 bdow) to refer to identical. segments (useful for finding geminates). Likewise. ALL
can be used in a Variable-type then·line to carry out total assimilation (i.e. to produce
geminates).
- SEGMENT enables a COUNT-type if-line (Section 4.2.1.3 below) to count segments per
se. regardless of their feature values.
-- MARK is used when the complexity of a single phonological rule requires that it be
wrinen for PHONO's interpreter as a series oftwo or more rules. Typically. the titst of these
computational rules may mark a segment (+mark] for doom., to be changed or deleted if the
conditions oftbe foUowing computational nde(s) are met. Generally such multi-phase rules
should be foUowed in the Order list by a rule (named. for example, UNMARK) to return all
residuaIJy marked segments to the normal status of (-mark]. This feature has nothing to do
with the concept ofmarlcedness in Prague School phonology.
4.2.1.2. Location-expressions.
Location-expressions can be recognized in the text of rules partly by the fact that they are
always enclosed in parentheses. There are three types oflocation-expressions: absolute,
relative. or by feature value (the laner used only in COUNT-type lines). An absolute or
relative location-expression may contain a positive or negative number. called its
"magnitude" Absolute locations in the word are indicated simply with the number of their
magnitude - positive to count from the beginning ofthe word., or negative to count from the
end - as in the following examples:
(I) =z initial segment of the word
(2) - 5e(:ond segment
(-3) "" third-from-Iast segment
(-I) "" final segment
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Re1arive location-expressions. on the other hand. ace based on the fact that every application
of a rule involves a scan of the word, from right to left, in search of the conditions of the
rule's structural description. Each segment has its moment as the focus of the scan, during
which, ifthe conditions are found, the change is carried out. Relative location-expressions
always contain an asterisk (*) to refer to this focus segment. Additionally, the expression
may contain a number for its magnitude, positive or negative, to refer to segments following
or preceding the focus, as in the following examples:
(*) = the focus segment
(*+ I) = the segment following the focus segment
(*-2) =the second segment to the left of the focus segment
The third type oflocation, by feature value, is used only in COUNT-type if-lines (see Section
4.2.1.3 below, especially the third example ofa COUNT-[)'pe line, labeled ""D:"). Location
by feature value specifies a certain segment not by its position directly, but by the value of
one of its features, as explained below.
4.2.1.3. The seven line types.
By combining feature-names with location-expressions and a few additional elements, you
can form the seven types of if- and then-lines, as described below:
I) A Branching-type if-line joins two labels offollowing if-lines with a conjunction, either
AND or OR. as in the following example:
A: BorC
Most rules have more than one if-line, and in that usual case, the first if-line, labeled "An,
must: be a Branching line that states the relationship between lines B and C. Then B and C.
in tum, may be ofother line types, or either of them may also branch, into D and E, and so
on. Line A, as the top member ofa hierarchy, must represent all the if-tines of the rule
combined, and each if-line below line A must be represented in a Branching line somewhere
above itself.
2} A COUNT-type if-line carries out a left-te-right subscan from one segment to another
in the word, and it counts the number ofoccurrences ofa given feature value between them.
The COUNT-type line consists of the following six items in order:
- the keyword COUNT
- a signed feature-name (the target feature value)
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- a location..expression for the head of the subscan
- a location.-expression fOC" the foot of the subscan
- a sign ofcomparison (>. <. or =)
- a numerical standard (0. 1.2, etc.)
The example COUNT-type line below means ..[[the count of[+syllabic] segments
ftom the focus segment to the word's final segment. inclusive., is greater than two•...- That
is, the rule applies only from the beginning up to. but not including, the second to last vowel
in the word:
B: COUNT +syllabic (.) (-I) > 2
In a coum-type line, the absIract feature value [+segment] may be used to count segments
per se. The following example., by insuring that the number of segments from focus to final
position is one., beans. in effect, "!fthe focus segment is word·finaL."
In a COUNT-type line, you have the option ofspecifying the head or the foot of the subscan
(or both) as locations by feature value. When the head of the subscan is located by feature
value. it refers - from the viewpoint of the focus segment - to the nearest preceding
instance of the specified value; and likewise, a location by feature value for the foot of the
subscan refers to the nearest following instance. The following example. from the model
SPANI. helps to locate the post-tonic vowel ofa word: it COWlts vowels ([+syUabic]). in
a sequence reaching from the ne:arestm stressed segment (necessarily a vowel) found to the
left of the focus. to the fOQJS itself. If the number is exactly 2 (and if the focus segment is
a vowel) then the fOQJS is on the first vowel after the stressed vowel:
D: COUNT +syllabic (+srress) (*) = 2
COUNf-type lines have a broad variety of uses.. as suggested by some additional examples
from the model for Spanish: to determine whether the focus segment is or is not initial or
final. to identify a vowel as belonging to the penultimate syUabIe., to identify a word as
polysyllabic or as unstressed, or to insure that no vowel intervenes between a marked agent
ofchange and the fOQJs segment.
3) A Constant4ype if-line or then-line -the simplest line-type - is made up ofone or more
"units", each consisting ofa signed featw'e-name foUowed by a location-expression, as in the
following example:
-nasoJ(l)
This expression, in an if-line. means "'fthe initial segment is [·nasaJ] ....; or. in a
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therHine. .....then the initial segment becomes [-nasal]." Up to ten units can be concatenated
in a Constant-type line, with the implication that they ace connected by AND, as in the
following example:
This if-tine means "[fthe focus is a low vowel preceded by a glide.....
4) The Variable-type if-tine or then-line corresponds to the Gl"eek-Iener variable signs (the
so-<:a1led alpha device) introduced in N. Chomsky and M. Halle, The Sound Pattern of
English (New York: Harper and Row, 1968), p. 83. A Variable-type line refers to the
dependence ofone feature value in the word on another, as either equal or opposite. Used
as an if-line, the Variable line refers to various conditions of interdependency among feature
values. As a then-tine, it appears in many rules ofassimilation (signs equal) or dissimilation
(signs opposite). The Variable--rype line consists offive elements, as follows:
- an unsigned feature-name (the focus feature)
- a locarion--expression (the focus location)
- a sign ofequality (=) or inequality (\'=)
- a second feature--name (the standard feature)
- a second location-«pression (the standard location)
The following example. repeated from the rule DIPfITHONG (Section 4.2.1 above) is a
Variable-type if-line specifying the natural class of the back-rounded and the
front-unrounded vowels together - [cr: back. cr: round]:
Line 3 of the same rule is also of the Variable type, a then-line, stating that the value
ofstress on the segment. foUowing the fOOlS segment is made the same as the value ofstress
on the: focus segment (the effect of this., together with line 4 to unsuess the focus segment,
is to shift stress one segment to the right).
J, stress(·+I)~"res5(·)
A then-tine for dissimilation uses the sign of inequality (\=). The following example
line expresses dissimilation ofvoicing from the following segment:
5) A DELETE-type then-line deletes a specified segment. It consists of the kC)WOrd




6) An INSERT-type then-line inserts a character from the Alphabet in a given location in
the word. [t consists ofthree elements:
- the keywom INSERT
- the character to be inserted (the "new segmenf')
- a location-expression
The foUowing example - repeated here from the rule DIPHTHONG (Section 4.2.1
above) - inserts the segment ltd immediately after the focus segment:
2: INSERT e (-+I)
[n lhe event that the desired new segment differs in some feature values from the character
inserted from the Alphabet, these values can be adjusted by means ofadditional then-lines
- of the Constant or Variable types - in the same rule.
In INSERT-type lines, the location-expression referring to the focus segment alone (-)
means the focus segment is replaced by the new segment. Otherwise, expressions with the
foc:us plus or minus a oombtt-(-+2). (--I), etc. - mean insertion at the indicated segment
boundary, counting right or left offocus respectively.
7) A SWAP-type then-line interchanges the positions of two segments in the word
(metathesis). [ts format consists of three elements: the keyword SWAP and the
location-expressions ofme two segments to be interchanged. The foUowing example line
interchanges the focus s.egment with the segment to its left:
4, SWAP (°)(°-1)
4.2.2. Using the Makeup Editor.
To compose a rule in PHONO's notation. first think of its structural description (i.e. the
segment to change and the environmental conditions necessary for the change) as one great
if-<:Iause, to be represented by the tmt if-line, labeled "An. Then subdivide those conditions
5l,X;Ce5sively by means ofBrancrung-type if-lines until you reach conditions that are simple
enough to be represented by Constant-, Variable-, or COUNT-type if-lines. These
bifurcating divisions may be between the "'triggers" and the "target" of the change (or, in
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non-ballistic terms. the "'agents" ofchange and the "'mutand" - that which is to be changed}.
between the left and right sides of the environment, between consonantal and vocalic aspects
of the environment, between front and back vowels as the focus ofchange. or between any
other pair ofcomplementary conditions. See the nrIes in the models SPANI and IGPAY for
examples.
To use the Makeup Editor, in the EditlRun Menu, move the highlight into the Edit portion
of the menu and choose Makeup. First you will see the list of rule names in alphabetical
order. use the Arrow Keys, etc., to move the highlight up or down the list to choose the rule
that you will edit, then press <Enter> to open that rule for editing. With the rule's text on
screen, use the Arrow Keys, <Page Up>, <Page Down:>, <End>, and <Home> to move the
highlight around to any part of the rule that you wish to alter.
- Name: To rename the rule, locate the highlight on the name line, then press <Tab> to
open a field for retyping the name. In naming rules. use a single word or use the underscore
U between words ("FINALSTRESS" or "'FINAL_STRESS", not "FINAL STRESS"
- Line-type: To change the type ofa line - among the three non-Branching types of if-lines
or the five possible types oftheo-lines - locate the highlight on either the label (A, B, C...•
1.2. 3...) or the keyword, ifthere is one (COUNT. INSERT, DELETE, SWAP); tben press
<Tab> to rotate among the line-types. (Caution: Each new line type is given arbitrary
values, to be edited - so returning to the original line type does not guarantee a rerum to its
original values.)
.- Feature-name: With the highlight located on a feature-name. press the Spacebar to
advance one step along the list of feature-names in the Alphabet; or press <rab> to open a
menu showing all the feature-names to choose from.
- Location-type: To change the type ofa location-expression - for example. to rotate from
absolute "(-I)" to relative "'(--I)", or to by-feature-value "'(-syllabic) '" - position the
highlight on the location-expression, and then press <Tab>.
- Location-magnitude: To change the magnitude ofa location..expression (rotating among
values from -3 to 3), position the highlight on the 10C8tion-expression, and then press the
Spacebar.
-- New segment: In an INSERT-type then-line. with the highlight on the character to be
inserted, press the Spacebar or <Back Space> to move forward or back along the line of
characters in the Alphabet; press <Tab> to see the character set of the AJphabet as a menu
to choose from; or simply press the corresponding letter key.
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- Signs, conjunctions. numerals: On the remaining items. the Spacebar and <rab> have the
same effect, namely toggling or rotating among the possible values: = and \=, and/or. < =
>. OIlI2l3. +/-.
- Inserting lines: With the ttighlight located on an if- or then-line's label (A, B...• 1,2... ).
press the <Insert> key to insert a new line. The rule will gain a line of the Constant type.
consisting of one unit - a signed feature-name and a location-expression - e.g.
+syllabic(*); then you can alter the line-type or any of its contents as described above. If the
highlight is on the label ofa then-line (1.2.3 ...), the new line will be inserted in numerical
order after it. But if the highlight is on the label of an if-line (A, B. C...), then that line is
changed to a Branching-type line, joining two new lines: one with the contents of the fonner
highlighted line. and the other being initialized as a Constant-type line, with arbitrary
contents open to alteration as described above.
- Deleting lines: With the highlight located on an if- or then-line's label. press the <Delete>
key to delete that line. When an if-line is deleted. its "sibling" line moves up the hierarchy
to replace the Branching-type contents of their mutual "parent" line. A Branching-type
if-line cannot be deleted except by deleting both ofits daughter lines.
-Inserting Constant-type units: In a Constant-type line, to insert additional units. (1) move
the highlight to one ofthe existing units in the line (i.e.• to anyone of the unit's three parts),
and (2) press the <Insert> key. PHONO inserts a new unit after the one with the highlight,
and initializes it with arbitrary contents - e.g. "+syllabic(*)" You may then alter any ofits
parts in the usual way.
- Deleting Constant-type units: In a Constant-type line, to delete one of the units (if there
are more than one). (I) move the rughIight to any part of me unwanted unit. and (2) press
the <Delete> key.
- Changing order oflines: To change the order of if- or then-lines. locate the highlight on
the label of the line to move, then press <Ctrl><Page Up> or <Ctrl><Page Down> to move
the line up or down in the rule. In the if-section of the rule, such changes are for esthetic
purposes only: they do not affect the logic of the rule. But changing the order of then-lines
reorders their application, and thus may change the functioning of the rule.
- Exiting the rule: When you have finished editing the rule. to accept the editing changes
you have made and incorporate the rule into the current model in memory. press <Enter>.
Conversely. if you want PHONO to forget your editing and leave the rule as it was, press
<Esc>. Either ofthese keys will return you to the Makeup Editor's alphabetized list of rule
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- Exiting the Editor: When you have finished editing all the rules that you want to, and
have returned to the list of rule names.. you may save the new version of the model to the
disk by pressing <Alt><S>. With or without saving, leave the Makeup Editor by pressing
<Esc>.
4.2.3. Bypassing the Makeup Editor.
Ifyou have trouble with the Makeup Editor, or iffor any other reason you prefer to edit the
Makeup of rules "direcdy'" with a word-processor, that option is available. Set the processor
to produce a simple ASCD text file, with no formatting characters. The appearance of rules
in Makeup files (e.g. SPANI.MAK) is essentially the same as in the Makeup Editor. lfyou
tty editing rules "'freehand" in this way, there are a few Error Messages available to help you
find typographical errors.
4.3. Editing rule Order.
The Order Editor displays two lists: the chronological Order list on the left:, and the
alphabetized Supply list on the right. A large arrow in the middle points to the currently
active list, and you can toggle it with the Arrow Keys or the <rab> key. You can add a rule
name to the Order list by choosing it from the Supply list, copying it into the Buffer (at the
top of me screen), and finally installing it in the Order list.
The Order list determines how the model will be operated: which rules will be applied, and
in whaJ: order. Every rule name in the Order list must come from the Supply list - but any
rule from Supply may be used in Order once, maR: than once, or not at all.
The Order list is structured in Uv"ee labeled sections, corresponding to the three major types
of rules that PHONO recognizes: (I) Old OrthogJaphic, (2) Phonological, and (J) New
Orthographic. The PhoooIogical rules beiong to the sound-change model proper. while both
kinds ofOnhogJaphic rules merely serve to interpret character input - from the keyboard
or from the Pair file.
Old Orthographic rules serve to adjust the feature values ofancestor word input. both in the
Interactive and in the Batch mode.
New Orthographic rules, on the other hand, are used only in the Batch mode. They likewise
have an interpretive function, with regard [0 the spelling of the known-descendant words in
the pairs tested.
In standard Latin orthography, for example., the letter C is thought to have corresponded to
a velar [k:] during the early history of that language. But in PHONO's Standard Alphabet.
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the unmodified lei is a palatal affiieate. Nevenheless, latin can be input in its own
orthography by using a series of Old Onhographic rules that includes a rule such as
CEE_KAY. to convert the Alphabet's voiceless palatal affiieate (as it is first misinterpreted)
to the desired velar stop.
MeanwtiIe, the same letter C - before E or [ - in some dialects ofmodern Spanish stands
fOf" the inIerdentaI fricative [8]. Starting with the same paJata1 affiicate from the Alphabet,
a New Orthographic rule bridges the gap, making it possible in the word pairs of
SPANI.PAR to spell the known Spanish descendant word in standard orthography.
Sandwiched between the two kinds ofOrthographic rules are the Phonological rules - that
is, the rules that form the significant body of the sound-ehange model. Such rules are
normally considered transient (acting 00 more than once in a derivation), but you can mark
any of them persistent (repeating their changes throughout the derivation whenever their
conditions occur) according to the needs ofyouc model. For example, in the model SPANI.
the rule HOMORGANIC (i.e. syllable-final nasal assimilation) is marked as Persistent.
Accordingly, nasal assimilation is carried out initially on the input Latin orthography, as well
as centuries later in consonant clusters brought together by vowel-deletion. (The term
persistent is defined by Wallace Chafe - UAL 34 [1968}. 131 - and is used here in its
diachronic sense.)
To install a rule from the Supply list into the Order list -
- press <Tab> or the Left or Right Arrow keys to toggle the large arrow between the two
lists and choose the Supply list, on the right;
- in the Supply list., move the highlight to the name of the rule that you want to install in
Order,
- press <Enter> to copy that name into the Buffer;
- toggle the large arrow to the Order list, on the !ell;
- move the highlight to just above the desired position in Order, and press the <[nsen> key.
To delete a name from the Order Iist-
- move the highlight to the name;
- press the <Delete> key.
To move a name up or down the Order list-
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- move the highlight to the name;
- press <Ctrl><Page Up> or <Ctrl><Page Down>.
To mark or unmark a rule as Persistent (see above) -
- in the "Phonological" part of the Order list. move the highlight to the name;
-Press<P>.
4.4. Editing Word Pairs (for Batch Mode).
Word Pairs (ancestor and known descendant. for testing in the Batch mode) are heJd in a file
(e.g. SPANI.PAR or IGPAY.PAR). In the present versioin ofPHONO, you may look at
the Word Pairs without quitting the program; but to edit them you must exit PHONO and
use a word-processor.
To look at the word pairs:
- go to the EditlRun Menu;
- locate the highlight on Pairs in the Edit section of the menu;
- press <L>.
To edit the word pairs:
-exitPHONO;
- using a word-processor set to produce an unformatted ASCII text file, open the Pair file
(SPANI.PAR.. IGPAY.PAR, etc.);
- edit the word pairs as you wish, making sure each pair is complete, in ancestor/descendant
order, and making sure to use only the orthographies that you have arranged for the model
to recognize through its Alphabet and its Old and New Orthographic rules, ifany.
NOTE: When using your word-processor to create the Word Pair file, after writing the last
item, press the Spacebar or <Enter>; this is to insure that PHONO can read the last word
entirely.
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